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University departments discuss plans to restrict usage of computer labs

EnKineerinK cites vandalism and the need of specialized equipment as chief reasons

By Robert D. Kiekade

UC News Editor
The University is discussing
plans to change the policy of open
labs in the various departments on
campus. If this measure is adopted
labs in some departments may be
restricted to students outside of a

particular major.
Dr. James Kadel acting .Dean
fortheCollegeofEngineeringTechnology commented toThe Chronicle
late Friday that in some of the ATC
labs several units had been damaged. The vandalism in some cases

caused a loss of memory in the machines. In one instance unsupervised
individuals opened the PC's and altered theirchipconfigurations. Kadel
stated, "I'm going to find the money
to hire students to monitor these
labs."

The Chronicle felt, due to the
sensitive nature ofthe article, this
was the best course ofaction. The
only members in the article that
areco"ectlyidentifiedweremembers of the SSU staff.
Last Thursday a female resident of the University Housing

Facilities was rushed to Scioto Memorial. The subject had attempted
to commit suicide by overdosing
on a prescription of Prozak and
then attempting to slit her wrists.
She was found Thursday afternoon by a friend who is also the

Kadel fells that these student . because the computers there are demonitors will help the security of signed for the assignments of engithe labs. He also believes, concern- neering students. He feels that the
ing student usage of the ATC labs, departments will still let outside usthat engineering students should ers into the facilities, ·however it is
have priority access to these labs • See Computers page 3

English .scholar visits University to discuss

Suicide attempt occurs at University Housing Facility origins of longµage--------Sexual misconduct may be at the core
By Robert D. Kinkade

uc;; News Editor

Editor's Note: Since the University has not yet received a report of sexual harassment from
the student in question The University Chronicle has decided to
run the story without the actual
names of the parties mentioned.

See Suicide p,age 8

Members of University Community open Language Academy

Academy hopes to promote the knowledge of language
By William C. Holmes

uc Editor-in-Chief

SSU Community members
Dr. Adora Campis, Coordinator
of GROW, and Dr. Julia Coll,
Associate Professor of Spanish,
have recently established the

Portsmouth Language Academy.
Classes met last Saturday, Octoher 29 for the first time at the
First Presbyterian Church. Reverend Evan Fisher allowed the
two SSU Community members

to use his church's facilitie.s in
establishing the Academy.
This is the first language instruction academy to open in
Portsmouth . The Academy is
Continued on page 6

SS~ pl~ns possible Children's Learning Center

University sees child care as an important need of non-traditional students

By William C. Holmes

uc Editor-in-Chief

The University has submitted
two grant proposals concerning the
creation of a children's learning
center. The two grants are in total
over $700,000.
One request for land development went to the Ohio Board of
Regents and asked for the sum of
$437,000. The other rant to the
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Appalachian Regional Commission will fund necessary equipment and operation of the center.
The grant proposal requested an
additional $274,560.
According to recent survey
conducted by members- of the
JOBS Program, 39% of students
need some form of child care.
According to Dick Howard, Di-

a

:Q:y Tiffany Knei;dy

uc ~t11tU:Wtiter

On. the evening of Thursday,
rector of Placement and Career
Services and who is spearheading O<:lober 21 Shawnee State' tJni~
the program, "The availability of yetsily was h_Q~t to linJuist Dr.
child care is a major access issue ,Derek Biekert~fo,. as part of ·the
for students, especially non-tradi- c;,ng~jng Disqngujslled Lecture Setional students. The Shawnee State ries.; An Englishman whostudied
Student Senate has indicated in past at England's Cambridge Univeryears that child care is an enroll- sity, Bickerton holds the position of
ment, class scheduling,. and drop Distinguished ProfessorofLinguistics at the University ofHawaii,and
Continued on page 8

is-0urrently lectupng and ci>nducting research attbe Massachusetts
Institute ofTecbnt>logy,
He bllS travell~ extensively in
teaching at between 15 and20of the
world's universities, and is clearly
one
the worlds most foremost
linjuists; <>r as Dr, Frank Byrne put
it in pis elaborate introduction
"[Bickerton is a] most creative

of

Continued .on page 2

Not just another pretty face-----...:..-.-----=----__

By William C. Holmes
UC Editor-in-Chief
Joshua Wyman Megginson, almost 20 months
old, will compete in a preliminary baby beauty
competition in Charleston, West Virginia next week
on November 5. Megginson is the son of SSU employee Sharon D. Megginson who is a SSU Library
Circulation and Public Service Clerk.
This summer Joshua won several titles in the
1994 competition in Atlanta, Georgia. These titles
included 1994 Centerfold, International King of
Sport' s Swimwear, and Photogenic. He was also top
ten in his division, which was'from Oto 15 months .
He competed against more than 1500 babies to win
over six different titles.
He was awarded from this competition United
States Savings Bonds and many different prizes . He
.also has been approached by several agen~ies about/
c;,~.p tinu~Jl of!, .P~&;e ~ .

,,. '

Student Programming Board holds Halloween Dance
Lee Ann Henry

uc Staff Writer

On Thursday October 27,
1994, the Student Programming
Board held the annual Halloween Dance at the American Legion Hall. Some of the costumes were the traditional but
many students wore original
and hand crafted apparel.
Prizes were awarded to the top
three costumes in three categories, funniest, scariest and most
original.
For scariest 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
prizes went to Erica Warnock~
Witch, Brian Hawkins-Pregnant
Lady, Hugo Barradas-Skeleton.
For funniest Tina LangfordBaby, Matt and Kelly CarterThe Bobbits, and Chris LongBevis took the prizes. Finally,

Ghouls and Goblins

the most original prizes . were
awarded to Benita Keams and
Marcy Shepard-Jim Beam and
Jack Daniels, Jovanka RomeroGypsy, and Carol Collins-Apple.
Along with the simple half of the
Bevis and Butthead duo, there
were many other guest appearances such as the Frisch' s Big
Boy, two of the female American
Gladiators, Blaze and Diamond,
and Aladdin. .
The event was held in the hall
of The American Legion, and
S.T.R.I.D.E helped the Student
Programing Board with decorations and cleaning afterwards.
Jason Sinninger, Presidentof
the board, inviets comments and
suggestions on this and other
events.

The American
Gladiators
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Bickerton continued from page I
ducing the system oflanguage in as
thinker."
Bickerton' s Thursday evening long a 5 million years ago. However,
lecture dealt with the subject of"The he believes that evidence shows that
Evolution of Language," a field in the invention of language, as we
which he is currently doing research. would use in its modern sense, ocAs he struck a casual pose to the curred only a few million years ago.
He cites that with language there
side of the podium, Bickerton proceeded to lecture on when, where, tends to be major changes in the
why and how language evolved. He advancement of society. However,
made it clear that the answers he •early relatives of homo sapiens made
gave were only tentative, and that it very few changes in tools, statuettes,
was merely the "beginning of the and other crude items.
The lecture ended with a short
inquiry, not the end of it."
Bickerton analyzed the idea of question and answer session.
friday morning Bickerton gave
the origin of language in mans ancestors. He stated that some argue another lecture on his specialty: Pidthat the relatives of man started pro- gin/Creole Languages.
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BEARS helps teach potential students the value of a college education
By .Jimmy M-eade

the Athletic center's natatorium. This
establishes an important connection
between Shawnee Sta~e and the students who are served by the BEAR
program.
Classroom presentations continue in the eighth grade with·''paving the way". This is an evening
program that describes preparation
for college in more detail. The focus
of this program is on courses college-bound high schoolers should
take. Eighth graders also enjoy a
tourof Shawnee State's campus and
a swim in the Athletic center's natatorium.
The tenth graders classroom presentations continue with the second
BEARS publication," Exploring the
possibilities". This describes in much
greater detail the preparation needed
for college. Included in this booklet
are suggested time lines for visiting
different colleges,applying for financial aid, filling out college applications, plus preparing for and tak- Appalachian Center for Higher Eduing the ACT and SAT.
. cation. For more information please
Tenth graders are invited to tour contact: Lois Rase, Coordinator at
the Shawnee State campus and lis- BEARS program Shawnee State Uniten to speakers as they describe the versity 940 Second Street
various departments and services of Portsmouth,Ohio 45662 or you can
the University.
call Rase and her competent staff at
The BEARS program is sup- (614) 355-2543, you can also fax
rted h , a l'l!nl from the Ohio them at (614 ) 35:"i -24 16 .

Staff Writer

Sixth, Eighth, and Tenth grade
students from area schools visited
Shawnee State University'sNatatorium, to participate as part of the
BEAR's program. SSU's BEARS
reach out to over three thousand two
hundred students each year to show
them the value of academic achievement and attendi~g college. They
also help students explore career
options available and theimportlUICe
of adequate planning.
The BEARS program got their
title from an acronym for Beginning
Early Academically Results in Success. The program began as a pilot
project in 1990 and served two
school districts. Since 1990 the
BEARS program has grown to include all ten school districts in Scioto county. ·
Sixth grade students take part in
a BEARS classroom presentation
which introduces the publication "On
your mark ... get set ... go!" This
classroom presentation outlines, in
simple language, career options
available to young people upon
graduation and the preparation they
need to go to college. Sixth graders
and their parents are also invited to
a dinner,a tourof the Campus, information scssjon, a mJ also swim in
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Editorial: University-wide. empowerment?

L:2_j

F.S.E. Team's tentative recommendations

At the exit interview of the Financial Study Evaluatipn Team, we were
advised that the team's report would
recommend a continuation of "some
level" of Special Supplement for operating support and new program developmentbecauseof ourseecial mission to serve the higher education
needs of Appalachians.
Their recommendation is based
onSSU'ssparsepopulatioribasefrom
which to draw students. an economically depressed region whose residents do not have the ability to pay
higher fees, a distinct at-risk student
population that requires special services, significant institutional competition in the region, a strong base of
community support and feelings of
partnership, and SSU' s fiscal discipline which has kept costs low.
The team emphasized the importance of mission. Everyone at SSU,
including the Board of Trustees, the
teamrecommended, mustknow,own,
and measure everything wedo against
the University's mission. We were
advised, therefore, to implement the

following mission-oriented guidelines
in our immediate and long-rangeplanning:
*Focus more on implementing the
primary mission of the University to
serve Appalachians and less on chasingenrollments from other geographic
areas.
*Develop highly structured costeffective associate and baccalaureate
degrees that meet the needs of our
students and may not be a mirror image
of larger universities from which our
faculty and administrators graduated.
*Designourcurriculumstoinclude
theminimumnumberofcoursesneeded
to offer academic majors, including
upper level courses that will be attractive to other majors.
*Schedule classes in a more costeffective manner, which meet student
needs as opposed to institutional needs.
*Develop a student-friendly transferpolicy,includingcooperativeagreements with two-year institutions in the
region and state.
*Redesign the general education
program immediately.

*Move cautiously in expanding
our residence hall capacity to attract
students from other parts of the state or
nation.
Ifl understood the team correctly,
we will be encouraged to be an institution that seeks its own natural enrollment level rather than increasing enrollments to meet a goal of financial
self sufficiency embedded in the OBR
funding formulas. My expectation is
that the team's recommendations will
be included in SSU' s functional mission st;atements on which the chancellor andherstaff are wo~ (for Shawnee and all state-assisted colleges and
universities).
I share with you the team's tentative recommendations at this point
with the realization that its final report,
expected to be received prior to November 15, will have an immediate
impact on the several plans on which
we are working.

The vote by the University Senate that denied the Student Senate
preside~t to vote is disturbing. The difficulty is that the most disturbing
issue is not on the surface of the matter. It is not simply thatthe Senate voted
against the series ofresolutions, but they failed to pass, due to lack of voter
participation. The entire meeting itself was disturbing. The failure of the
Senate to ratify this measure seems t9 a symptom of a larger problem.
The October meeting of the Senate only had 39 of its 55 members
Sincerely yours,
present. While that is probably better ratio of attendance than with the
Clive C. Veri
United States Senate, it still very poor for the size of the University
President
Community.
The measure was not killed by ideology against the student vote on the
Executive Committee, but by apathy. At least two forms of apathy in the
Senate presently exist.
On November 8, 1994 at 4:30
Ma has displayed his works at nu- Tourism of Xian, PRC at 2:00 P.M.
The first is simply the lack of time or ability to make these meetings. I P.M., everyone is cordially invited to merous individual and small group by Qun in the Massie Hall Auditoclassify this as apathy because if the Senate was considered a top priority
attend the opening reception of the exhibitions around the world --for ex- rium. Qun graduated from the Xain
then probably 16 members would probably not be absent. Obviously individual exhibition of the paintings ample, in China, Japan, South Korea, Foreign Languages University with
emergencies do happen, but what are the odds of 16 out of 55?
of Mr. Xinle Ma, Xian Academy of Canada, Hong . Kong, Singapore, English specialization and began
Thenextquestion iswhyarenotmorepeopleiriterestedintheSenate? FineArts,Xian,thePeople'sRepub- Ukraine, Russ~a, and in the U.S. In working from 1986 until 1993 at
Some Senators seem to have an answer and that leads to the second type lie of China Ma, an internationally those countries he has given various Xian International Travel Service as
of apathy .. They feel that are being left out the process. The feeling of '. known painter and calligrapher of workshops, lectures, and seminars on an interpreter.; Panel and Report by
powerlessness is the worst kind of apathy. This lead some Senators NorthwestChinaPaintingandCallig- "Traditional Chinese Painting" and the SSU's first Russian exchange
abstaining from voting. This issue is a reasonable criticism that needs to raphy Studies Institute, will have his "Contemporary Chinese Painting".
Students - Min dee Akins, Eric
be addressed.
human figure painting and painting of
Ma has won the Grand Prize at the Goodman, and William C. Holmes
One may argue that this is unfounded. However, the Sev.ate will react flowers and birds on display through Fust Asian Competition of Ink and to the University of Nizhny
to what they perceive as reality. Perceptions are just as important as reality. Thursday ,November lOin the Shaw- WashPaintingsinHongKongin-1989, Novgorodat4:00P.M. in !}le Massie
The Senate needs understand its reason for existing. At this time the nee State University library where the and First Prize at China Nationwide Hall Auditorium. In addition to the
Senate has many ·questions about itself. What role should they play? It reception will also be held.
PaintingandCalligraphyCompetition Thursday, November 10th lecturesse'ems that this tier of bureaucracy was created to help empower certain
Ma and Dang Qun, his wife, will in Beijing, China. Included in his other demonstration at noon and at 7 :00
interest groups at this University, namely faculty and students,
beguestsatShawneeStateUniversity honors are the awards/prizes at the P.M. by Ma, there will be a faculty
The question is, it accomplishing that goal? The group is too large to during the Seventh International NorthwestChinaFineArtsExhibition roundtable at 10:00 A.M. in the
handle issues that need to be remedied quickly. However, if you create AwarenessWeekcelebration,andtake in Xian, China (1993), Shaanxi Pro- President's Conference Room, with
a body in order 'to ~mpower groups it should not be bypassed. It comes part in several activities. Dr. Hagop vincial Fine Arts and Calligraphy Ex- Dr. Frank Byrne, Professor of Endown to what the University wants more pragmatism or empowennent.
Pambookian, Professor of Psycho!- hibition in Xian (1992), Xian Flowers glish/Linguistics at SSU. He will
Lets face it, in speed, a authoritarian system will beat a: republican ogy is in charge of the IAW's pro- and Birds Painting Exhibition (1990).
share his observations and experiThe other activities of the 7th In- ences as a Senior Fulbright Fellow
system hands down in most cases. However, the hope in representative grams. The Chinese painter will give
government is that better and wiser decisions are made. The strength of a a public lecture demonstration on ternational Awareness Week O!) Tuesin The Netherlands.
representative system comes from the individuals seated in that assembly
"Traditional and Contemporary Chi- day, November 8, are an infonnal lunPambookian, who initiated the
and that their commitment to those ideals.
nese Painting'' at 7:00 P.M., Thurs- cheon to meet Ma and Qun, and the
annual observation of the Interna
It seems tragic also that students seem to have difficulty in serving there day, November 1Oin the SSU Flohr SSU international faculty and students,
tional Awareness Week at SSU and
roles on the Senate. This is an opportunity that is unique for students to take Lecture Hall with a reception follow- from 11 :45-12:45 in the President's
directed it since its inception 1987
p)irt in and should be an honor. I want my representatives to be well ing.Atnoonthesamedayhewillalso Conference Room, in the Commons; acknowledges and thanks the SSU
informed on issue and representing student body to there fullest ability. give a lecture-demonstration for the SSU International Student PresentaDevelopment Foundation.Bank One
Representatives who serve in a proper capacity do not consider it just students on ''Traditional Chinese tion at 2:00 P.M. in the Massie Hall
of Portsmouth, SSU Art Department
a line on their resumes, but a duty, that you agree to take on as a paintingandCalligraphy"intheSSU's Auditorium. Five International Club
and the Department of Social Sci
responsibility. Failure on the part of students to be present and taking an Flohr Lecture Hall.
members from Mexico, Philippines,
ences for their financial support. He
active voice in discussions dismisses the student body in the eyes of the
Xinle Ma has studied traditional Japan, Hong Kon~ and Panama will
alsothanksallprogramparticipants
faculty and the administration. That is not to discount ·many student Chinese painting with six national be the participants.
the news media, and all those who
The Wednesday, November 9 achelped him with -the various facets
representatives that have stood out trying to benefit the entire University leading artists of China, 1981-88. His
Community.
Bachelor of Arts degree in English tivities include: A faculty roundtable
andimplementationoftheprograms
Everyone is invited to attend any
Instead of fleeing from these questions asked by faculty the Senate Language is from Xian Foreign Lan- at 9:45 A.M., with Ma and Qun, "Chineeds to address these concerns. That is if the University still sees the need guage University and his Master of nese Paintings" & "Ancient Treasures
or all .the activates during the week
for the Senate. If the Senate fails to understand itself then it will serve no Fine Arts degree is from the Xian of Xian" in the President's Conference
of November 7. They are free.
p1:1rpose. In order to make this body the University personnel must Academy of Fine Arts. He will get . Room; Guest appearance and address
Forfurtherinformation,please
attend these meetings and see the vlllue of them. If this does not happen another Master of Fine Arts degree by both Ma & Qun at the Portsmouth
contact Dr. Hagop S. Pambookina,
the University should consider eliminating another tierof government. soon from Bowling Green State Uni- Kiwanis Oub at 11 :45 a.m.; Public
Professor of Psychology and Di
L L_.....-...-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:_-_-_-_-_-_-;...-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-..,.-.:_-_-_-_...-_-.:
...- ....
:-.:-;&...-,..-...-.,.,.-=-=-=-..,_-;-=-=;;;·•·•r:._~:;c,..~~ versit9f(!)fM:tPU1«1 101 i'.!>Jfut Jh~hn.:J\ 11<>~
•-ru'!l"'ft11~
....,en~ur"'1reas=~ure=sMan~1u:r""'--:r~ec~t~or::":o/,.t~he:,,
T
,mA,

International Awareness Week celebration at SSU

wll_--------

Umver ity Forum
"Press Day" will offer students insight
into media careers

"PRESS DAY'' will be offering
high school studentsmedia-related
workshops, lectures on careers
and studies, academic exhibits,
staged press conferences, a tour
of the Portsmouth Daily Times
to observe a press-run and other
aspects of the newspaper business, on-site w~iting competitions, and guided tours of the
campus.
Pre-published articles, Photography, and Issues Competition Rules:
Students may submit copies
of articles or photographs they
have published during calendar
years 1993 and 1994 in school
newspapers, magazines, newsletters, or in other published forms.
High school students may also
submit one (1) copy of any press
form used in your school published during the time period above
for an overall competition. Deadline for submission is January 31,
.
1995.

Students may submit in any or
all of the six (6) competition categories--editorial, commentary,
sports, hard news, feature, photography--but individual students are
limited to only one (1) entry per
category. Schools may submit unlimited number of student entries
per each category. Pre-published
submissions will be judged by panels of at least three judges and the
top three entries per category and
per issue will be awarded cgmpetition certificates during the "PRESS
DAY" event awards ceremony.

On-site Article Competition
Rules:
Students may wish to participate in on-site article writing competitions in one (1) Qffive (5) categories--editorial, commentary,
sports, hard news, feature. Students, imitating the working press,
will attend first a staged press conference whereby an "official" an- .
nouncer would "shell out" infor-

mation on a story and answer questions from the students/reporters.
Length of conference approximately will be 30 minutes. The
"reporters" will then have one (1)
hour to put this information into an
article form.
A panel of three judges per
category will then rank the articles
and award the top three with certificates during the awards ceremony, Computers in word processing mode and SSU staffers to
help put during the typing of the
story will be available. Unfortunately, because of time constraints,
no student can take part in more
than one category. However, there
is no upperorlower limit as to how
many students from each school
can participate in any Category.

Please direct all correspondence, entries, list of names, or
inquiries to Professor Stylianos
Hadjiyannis, Social Science Dep<1rtment, SSU, Portsmouth, Ohio
45662 Tel: (614) 355-2445. .

Female college students sought for national
photo model contest

Entries are being sought for
young college women to participate
in the 1995 Miss National College
Photo Model Contest. The winner
and runners-up in this year's contest
will appear as photo model in a national magazine. The contest is open
to young women between the ages of

18-26 who are single (never married). The entrant must be enrolled
in college on a full or part time basis.
No prior modelingexperien,ce is necessary. Entrant must be willing to
provide a positive image for the Miss
National College Photo Model contest. Judges will be professionals in

the modeling, pageant, and photography areas. Winners will be announced in the month of May. For
application and information send a
self-addressed stamped envelop to:

Susan Peterson, National College Director 5400 W. Cheyenne
#1098 I.As Vegas, NV 89108

Resume Expert available at discount

Students that are graduating this
year from Shawnee are receiving a
price break on Resume Expert that
previous classes have not enjoyed. This is due to a grant from
the Shawnee State Foundation.
The grant tak~s care of the license fee and the Office of Coun-

seling and Career Services using
additional grant funds to reduce
the cost of this excellent software
to $14.95. The package can be
purchased in the Shawnee State
Bookstore.
Dick Howard, Director of Career Coun e) ing, states that Re-

Vie Universr"ty Blzronicle is available at
these fine local businesses

Oasis

1711, Street and Kendall

Portsmouth

2034 11th Street
Portsmouth
~iil@W:U@@
39656allia

NnvBoston

Sbollar BUI'$ Saloon

Corner of
Jatkson and Campbell

:;Ten.ton,,~.

Sac1s
i • wl[;H!IG<w
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Old Scioto Trail
Rosemount

Briar Patch

RJ. 348 and 104

u..casvilk

sume Expert is the bench mark

software of Career Services.
There are two points that students seeking a position must realize: one, that often to an employer,
you are two pieces .of paper, a
cover letter and a resume, anything that a j.ob seeker can do to
improve these two pieces of paper will improve the chances of
getting an interview; two, that
job seeking is a very competitive
endeavor.
Students should use every advantage that they can to sell their
skills, education, and commitment to their field. Resume Expert and the Career Services Office are two resources that
students definitely need to take
advantage ofto assist in meeting
this competition.
Howard further indicated that
Resume Expert is only one of the
many tools that students can take
advantage of in the Career Services
Office. Services to students are free
of charge and the Office is open at
convenient times for studcDt use.

(UNIVERSITY. CALENDAR)
!NOVEMBER.I

Tuesday, No~·ember 1
Location: away

Volleyball Game

• Rio Grande

11me:7p.m.

Frlday November4

Last day o 11pply for 110.0-credi1 Fall quancr

.Last day to drop a class Fall quarter

Monday, ovember 7
Wednesday November 9

Asscsslllcnt est

Locatlom ATC Building, Room 134
Time: to:30 a.m.

Thunday, ovember 10 Men•s Basketball Game S "U vs. Ohio Valley
Location: a ay
Time: 7:30 p.m.

Vctcrans Day

Frid11y, Novemlwr 11
tJ nh'erslty I

Hollydays at Sb11wnee rnte" hris ma~ r und the Wor1d"
Opening Nighc Galw emi-fonnal Mu&ic: Adam and Mar He e Caine
Loration: Activities Ct-ntcr:

Tlme: to be announced
Price: $30

Volleyball Game M.O.C. Tournament

Location: away
Tlm : lo be announced

Men'.s B kctb UG me . U vs. Appalachian Bible College
(.nca ion: Fairview H, ., A hland, K
Tlme: 7:30

Location: way

Women s Baskctball Game SSU vs. Indiana Tech

Tim: l:30&3:30p.m.

aturday, ov mber 12

Volleyball Orun M.O.C. Tournamenl

Location; away
Tim : to be announced

Women'!!. Basketball Game SSU v-s. Indiana T

L-Ocalion: away
Tirne; 12 & 4:301un.

h

Hollydays at Shawnee tate "Christmas round tbe World'"
Cowlby Barbee &. Llne Dancing

Location: :Acti i ·e Center
Time! Throughout the day
Prlce:SJO

obday, o ember 13

'

L a lon: Acti11iLicsCenter

Hollyday · at Shawnee State
hrhtrna Around lhe World ·

Time; TIY011ghout the daJ

Tuesday, Nunmber 15 Women' 5 Bask.efball GameSSU vs. Wilberforce

Loe tlnn: aw y

Time:

7p.m_

Men's RaskcLba11 Game
S U vs.Circle\'ille Bible Col1ege

Thucsda ·• Ol"ember 17

Lex- tion: home:
Time: 7:30 p.m.
ovember 18

Friday

Locution: Whcelcn,bur,g Cint!mn

memaNighl for SU sludents

·nm : 11 :30 p.m. {Doors open)
Price:

I

~•tinn: Dearborn, Ml

Time: 10 a.m.

Volleyball Garn Regional Toumam nl
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Language from page I

serving students from kindergarten to tenth grade. Currently students are instructed in Japanese,
French, and Spanish . Coll and
Campis feel that younger students are better able to learn languages easier. They state, "Language learning is best acquired
at an early age and The Portsmouth Language Academy hopes
to make strides in this direction."
The Academy also hopes to
teach Greek , German , Portuguese, Chinese, Korean, and Arabic in the future . These services
will be provided as students demand them.
Coll told The Chronicle that
she sees a need for language studies in the Portsmouth area. She
stated, "I have always felt the
need because we do not have
many student enrolled in foreign
languages at SSU." Coll says that
most students in the area lack a
strong background in language.
Language arts are not promoted
sufficiently at the high school
level according to Coll.
She states that many of her
students at SSU were not required
to take a foreign language in high
school. SSU does not have a foreign language requirement for

News
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students. She states that most students refrain from taking an elective in language due to the
amount of work that goes into it.
However, Coll notes the need
for language skills in today's labor force. She states that many
employers look for skills in language and often chooses those
who have knowledge in travel
and language. These skills will
steadily become more important
as the world moves "to one global village" says Coll.
She cites that many areas in
the United States speak languages other ihan English. Coll
notes that as many as 20 million
people speak Spanish and that it
is the largest foreign language
spoken in the United States.
Campis adds, "We know
through our work here in Portsmouth with the Youth Exchan·g e
Program for the Sister City that
not enough work is being done
in foreign language to prepare
young people for our global
society . Both of us have dedi- ·
cated ourselves to graduate study
in this area and we thought it
would be a good idea to try our
hand at providing a language
school that could remedy the

situation."
Campis and Coll both
come from a dual language
background. Coll, a native
Venezuelan, and has done
extensive research in institutions in Amsterdam and
Israel. Both women have
years of experience in the
areas of language studies in
America and abroad.
Campis has a doctorc\l degr.ee in Hispanic languages
and literature. Coll has her
doctorate in ~eacher training
and teaching English as a second language. Both hope to
use this experience to further
develop their studies in language and howlanguages are
learned. Campis states, "The
school itself is not a moneymaking venture. We think of
it as a community involvement endeavor that gives us
the opportunity to do research
for papers and studies that we
plan to carry out in language
Continued on page 16

Real Estate courses offered

The Office ll[Conlinuing 1.;(11 oon at Sh v.•nc:c Srate Uni versity will be
offering the :(our prellccnsmg rea l c:.tute cou •:;.,
On November 3, 1994, m Library Room lO!I n 1h Shawnee Stale
Campus, an informational se-ssion for
wishing 10 puTI>oe II pan or fulltime career in the real estate will be bdd. Real i:stltf .tl/tnt will be va11 bk
to di~ss various aspects of 1hc: business. di pl ·y their n Iateriah and field
questio~ Th<>Si! ,iJ1., attcTidance ill be encourogcd 10 :i.ru:nd the upcoming
classes.

Participants will be ad\li · d thar eaeh M."p;irale coun.e will be c Jf'li.Ji!C[ed
in seminac format for
IJ.S!
m houri-; on the Jates. pmvidt;d from ~:00
a.m.-7:00p.m. J'h~ ·uun.c: and scheduli;s will~, follows:

:m

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTTC
Thumm • NO,,'i!mber 10, 1994

S.iturday.

vi:mba 12, 19

S\Jmla)', November L, 1994

REAI. F.ST TE
\1
Friday, No\<em r J8
anmlay, 'ovemlK:r l 'il

Sunday. Nov mber20

REAL ESTATE FIN:" CE
Friday. Dcccmber2
s ruroay. Dcocmm J

Sunday, Derembtr4
REAL EST TE APPRAISAl.
Friday, Deciember 9

Sawrday [)eci:mber 10

Sumlay, December 11
The cost .,,iu De $400.00 and include all l'our course:;. Textboa arc
required and wm cost ;ippl(lximalely an additional $120.00
who
cooiplete the c-OU..-ses will be etlgiblc to take lhc real emte'c am upo11
:sponsmship from real estate broker.
Regjwntioo will be: on firstrome
ieI'/e basis. Pattieipa:ntS call
rqister by cooi.cring the office of conlinwng education al 355-2390.
Contact persons
P:enny mith or Bob Lawson. Your intettsl and involvement in our pro-grams to bener lbc 1.-ommunity is vecy mucb • ~

rely,

SusanWD'II

tudents in French.

1'b~ M~altb P~partn,~i,t

fr.;,~/JJIJ!l&3u
<s@(f)3 @!iJ<tl (f)ll!iJ3
(f)ll@!iJJ@& /J!iJ@ @0ff)~
/lJ@fj

@ri!l@/1(9/j]fjfjfj

A'non0mous testing
provided free bfd
appointment
call 353-1055
Ask fqr 7:im le.oe or
Scott £.ace0
Jree Condoms on
request!
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'Reviving" clothing profitable to local business and the environment Ohio State CertiBy Donna Kerecz

:onsqJtjn~ Editor

On the average we Americans
ihrow,away twice the amount of garbage as the West Germans or Japanese. The per capita waste generated
is 3.6 pounds daily--that' s alm.9st two
tons of trash a year by each man,
woman, and child in the US. With
figures such as these, environmental
issues have become a growing con:em,andtheproblemcannotbesolved
by legislation alone. Manufacturers,
:onsumers, and the small entrepreneur are starting to form a partnership
that will bring together recycling and·
business thereby fostering a change
that is beneficial to both humans and
the environment. 1bese environmentally sound alternatives have to replace the old "throw away" mentality
that using a product once is enough.
Many businesses are finding that
concern for the environment can be
profitable from Micro Metallics who
recycles or "recovers" obsolete circuitboards,siliconchips,andoldcomputerstoNewYorkTelephonewhois

which is computerized to assure the
quickest possible service to consignors, will sell high quality clothing,
bumper stickers, books,andJirriMorris
Environmental T-Shirts which create
awareness and contribute over ten
percent of their profits tp 200 plus
environmental groups. Free is also
working on a vepture that may enable
the boutique to carry authentic Loyal
Shawnee jewelry. The boutique, although small, may also try carrying
used CDs and video games.
Because packaging can bea wasteful indulgence, contributing to air and
water pollution during its manufacture and transport, Free will be using
recycled grocery'anddepartmentstore
bags.
Sisters' grandopeningwill beNovember 1, wjth operating hours being
9:30a. m. to6:00p.m. Tuesday through
Friday and 10:00 a.m. to 4 :00 p.m. on
Saturday. They will be accepting consigmhents daily of high quality, clean
women's clothing. Some children's
and men's clothing will be consid-

C:fffnters _
I

f '(}mer (X)oulique

.

Barbara Free, owner o'f Sisters' Corner Boutique
call Sisters' at 353-7772.
The Shawnee State family make
decisions daily that will affect the environment. We can help preserve our ,
planet by choosing to first look at a
consignment shop to sell or buy clothing--and perhaps make or save money.

'

Seioto Rental
Management

802 National City Bank Bldg.
' · Ports. OH 353-7469
Rental Houses and
saving 5.4 miltion kilowatt hours by ~e_re_d_._If..::.y_ou_ha_v_e....:q:_ue__s_tio.....n___s.:..y..:..ou::..:.:.ma:::y~~==A~pt=s=.=N=e=ar=SS=U==~

employing ecological computers.
Locally, environmental concerns
may prove to be a profitable venture
for a woman who is "reviving" clothing.
"Basically it's a recycling business," said Barbara Free, owner, of
Sisters' Comer Boutique--Clothing
new & revived et cetera.
I TheUCaskedFreewhyshechose
~o name her boutique Sisters'. "Well,"
she said, "It's kind of a family thing.
My sister(Sharon Cremeans owns the
building and is acting as my accounb nt. Another sister (Phillis Pertuset)
~ives me support and is helping to find
consignors. I'm actually the muscles
d the money."
"I always wanted a shop and
thought why not try consignment?lt is
something that will not be so work
·ntensive," said Free who is also a
registered nurse and memberof Green
Peace, Audutx>n Society, and the En·ronmental Defense Fund. Sisters'

r

r'

fied English
teacher will Tutor
$SU ~tudents, Assist w/ outlining
and organizational
skills for essays, in
all humanities subjects. Call Tracy
Molljca, 353~6245

.
. ··,' .

'

.

·-

.

.

.

~.. . .

FAM~LY iPET STORE
• FISH ·:
• BIRDS .
• REPTILES ." • ··sMAL:L ANIMALS ·:·
SPECIALTY.:;PET~
Fo'o os
·
.

·.354-44;70 :_ .•
.

;

.

:

It is refreshing in .this age
when people tend to give "lip
service" to the needs of the environment to find someone who is
willing to actually put her money
and energy into something she
b<:licvc5 in.

$$-10/Hr.

-~====-:;.:=;;;;;;;;;;;===~
Sunset 8 Rainbow
Lan es

9a.m.:-X2p.m. Mon-Sun
Open Bowling sx.oo
Daily

Wanda'§
1018 Clay street

Try Our CHERRIES
Ask the Bartender

Super Sound System
Dance, Music f!I
Classic Rock+ Roll
New Stage • Dance
Floo·r
Band Apparel Avct:ilable

t~·

711 Gay Street . Port~moµth

WM BILL
11

11

OGG

-------for-------

STATE REPRESENTATIVE

Qualified & Experienced

Paid for by Committee to Elect Ogg. Wm. K. Ogg, Treasurer

app<?ari1'g Nov. 4 k 5
In the Vulpit rlightly The minister
of 'Rock + 'Roll,
H,enry rYlason is the ,
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Suicide continued from page I

subjects' roomn_iate. The friend was had removed her pants and under- first incident of sexual misconduct
unavailable for questions. Accord- garments and was performing oral at the University Housing coming to Jacquie Maillet,
Resident Manager of
University Housing, th~
young woman is undergoing treatment in Huntington, WV and is no
longer in any danger.
One person who
clamed to know the subject well stated that he
could not believe that she
was capable of something so drastic, for she
did not show any signs
of being that ,unhappy.
According to the friend,
the subject suffers from
Bulimia and also has
been diagnosed with a
depression syndrome,
hence the prescription of
Prozak that she was required to take daily.
However. unconfirmed
sources notified The
Chronicle more was goSb~wnee State U'°ive.rsity Itousing Complex
ing on than was being
, told.
All accounts suggest that she sex on her. According to the sub- plex. Three other unconfirmed
was the victim of a sexual assault jects' friend, the male approached cases disclosed allegations to The
that happened more than a week the subject several days later and Chronicle involving this same male
ago. Apparently she had been stated to her, regardless of who she . as the sole offender. These incidrin~ing with a male resident of -told, no one would believe her. dents date back before the pu~University Housing, who had re- The friend thinks this may have chase·of Celeron Square from Flagportedly given her generous been what led to the suicide at- s hip Properties . However,
according to a member of c~us
amounts of beer. Shortly after she tempt by the subject.
Other unconfirmed reports tell security, no cases of sexual mislost consciousness and when she
awoke, she found that male subject The Chronicle that this is not the conduct have been reported this
y•

•

News

year.
Recently the Board of Trustees

the age of2 l to consume alcohol in
the privacy of their own rooms.
The policy also states as
such, ''students will be
held responsible for their;
personal behavior [and]
ti)
behavior tbat is judged
E to be irresponsible or in1111
considerate while possessing or consuming alco ho li c beverage is
considered io be in violation of the Alcohol
Pplicy."
Also, the University
enacted a new sexual assault policy. The new
policy states, "Sexual ass·ault includes, but is not
limited to forcing, threatening to force, coercing
or deceiving another to
engage in sexual activity
knowing that the action
is offensive to the person or when the person
is unable to assess the
nature of or control of
his/her own conduct as a
result of impaired judgement due to the influence of a controlled or intoxicating substance.''

..,

•

and the University Senate approved
a measure that allows student over

lr,terr.,at·or,al A\farr,2&6 'Wee~
~en,~& to
SI IAW EE S ATE UNJ ER ITY
5~e page -4 for d~taifa

Children from page I

out is;ue that should receive atten- He added that children ·from all ing scale based upon gross yearly
tion."
areas of the University Commu- incomeofthefamily.Rateswillbe
According to Dr. Paul Crab- nity and outside community would established for monthly, weekly,
tree, Vice-President of Student be eligible for the program as well. daily, half-day, and hourly rates.
Affairs, students have expressed
Howard stated that the subject Attention will also be given to fami_the need for child care since the of fees for those using the Center lies with multiple children utiliz1970' s. He stated, "If this becomes has not been finalized. He states, ing the Center."
a reality it will offer a service that "The fee schedule must be estabThe University hopes that the
could remove a barrier to educa- lished with the concern of making facility, if created, will become
tion for many non-traditional stu- the service affordable to students, self-supporting. However, Howard
dents. It will also offer an opportu- being in line with the existing cen- stated that he was unable to fully
nity for our students in education ters in the community, and the cost predict how the program will run
to have a laboratory on campus to of the operation of the facility.
until it is up for at least a year. The
observe and teach children. ~t is
"Fees at Shawnee State Uni- ARCgrantifapproved would cover
rare that an opportunity for a win- versity must receive board of operation fees for one year to alwin [situation] arises but this one Trustee approval; however the low the Center build up revenue to
was one of those opportunities."
present intent is to establish a slid- . run the facility.
Howard stated that this center Pretty Face from page one
would also prove.useful in training
. con t rac't s. the best he can ."
oss1.bl e mo d e 1mg
.
students who were interested in P
He is currently a model for
Sharon has worked in the
perusing a career in the teaching.
Photo 1.
Library for almost 5 years.
He stated, "The Children• s LearnSharon Megginson stated She is also self-employed. She
ing Center would provide the eduthat she hoped that these expe- runs an African jewelry busicational curriculum to train future
riences and successes will help ness, named Aspects of Afteachers in early childhood educahim achieve success in the fu- rica.=She designs pieces based
tion as well provide a high quality
ture. She states, "The reason I on authentic tribal jewelry.
educational program for preschool
did this was to encourage his Also she owns Sharon's
children. The Center provides a
self growth and to help him Unique Dolls and has a full
hi_ghly educational program for
develop his self-esteem. He will line of international hand
preschool children of students."
need these things in life to be made dolls.

1b2
of November 7, 199-47tb lnterr,atig"af Awarer,ess
Wee~ Celel,ratior,
•

He
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Sorry I haven't written lately

This column-especially the parts
:1bout animals, sports and writing--is
:ledicated to Tom Davis: Sports editor and writer and animal lover. Tom
ilad a mild stroke recently and I'm
mre you all join me in wishing him a
,peedy recovery.
Iknowmycolumnhasn'tappeared
for awhile, but I've been sort of trying
to avoid the newsroom. You see, after
you've been the editor~xcuse me,
The Editor--well, it's kind of difficult
to step down and just be a columnist.
I probably would have been poking
my nose into everything and trying to
tell people how I think things oughtto
be done and I would just have confused all the people who should be
listening to the new editor, Bill
Holmes. And there is quite a difference between our styles, if you've
noticed. So I figured it was better for
me to just stay away for a while.
I don't think they really need me
here,anyway.IperformedavitalfunclioninmyearlydaysontheChronicle;
acopy-editorwas desperately needed.
Later,I wasabletoperformextremely
vital functions without which no newspaper can survive such as columnwriting, news-gathering, interviewing
an4 making coffee. Later, I became
the editor and then I really was indispensable, mainly because I was the
only one with an E-Mail account.
Now, we have a new editor, eleven
new copy-editors and several people
whocanmakecoffeethat, unlike mine,
is actually safe to drink. So I knew it
wassafeformetotakeabriefsabbati-

cal.
I Bel!ides, I always seem to have so

many things to do. It's a busy life, as
Ibelieve I may have said once or twice
before.
I haven't even been picking up
r.,e Chro11icle lately. This seems rather
ridiculous behavior for a person who
Is probably still listed as a Consulting
Editor or Staff Advisory personnel or
;omething like that. (I suppose I'm
;till listed.) Anyway, I'm writing this
n my computer at home and I'll drop
t off atThe Chronicle later today. It'll
11e interesting to see if it will come up
IJll The Chronicle-computers. Since
'm using only a slightly more adanced form of Wordperfect and my
ind The Chronicle's computers are
, thIBMproducts,everythingshould
orlc beautifully. But you never know
·th computers.
Since it's been a while since you
'c ad any of my stuff, I figured I would
·omment on a few of the things that
ire going on in my life and the
acroverse,andnotreallytrytohave
coherent theme to this column at all.
ccording to my wife, this ought to
about the same as when I do try
haveacoherenttheme.She'sa very
unny lady, my wife is.
I'd like to start by mentioning that
bad some very good responses to my
· ildni !Bikini! article. Several people,
risingly enough, told me that I
as right I've always had people tell
elwasfunny,buttheydon'talways

.
it, we still have a problem. Grandma this. Personally, I laughed until my That's where I got my copy.
likes to make up her-own names for the sides hurt.
I'mextremelygratefultothisboolc,
tell me I'm right. ·That was very nice. animals, too, you see. So lean hardly
Incidentally, the reason we're because it cleared up a small mystery
TedCox,SportsEditoroftheDaily blame the animals for not knowing keeping Daisy in the front yard is for me. I had always been entranced
Times, told me the article was funny theirown names; I can't keep track of because the backyard is already occu- by a movie I saw when I was about ten
but that I was "treading the line."
them, either. We have a cat named pied. By what, we're not sure. It looks years old. It was called "Blood and
There's a LINE???
Dirty-Face and I don't even know like a dog, but it acts lik6-it might be a Roses." I loved that movie and I alI didn't know there was a line. which one it is. I think it might be Martian. Its name is Murphy. We ways wanted to see it again. UnfortuWhywasn'tltoldaboutthisbefore??? Winnie Minotaur, but it might be named him after Murphy Brown, a nately, I never heard of it again. I've
Anyway...
Tinkerbelle Thunder Lizard.
televisioncharacterwho'sheadstrong, read dozens of books on film and I've
I'd like to announce that there is a
Our latest acquisition is Daisy rebellious, intractable, annoying, looked through several compendiums
new addition to the Henderson house- Ripjaw.
disagreeable ...Maybe there's more to offilm and lean ' t even find a mention
Of course, like most people, we this naming theory than I thought. ·ofit I had begun to suspect that such
hold. We have acquired a dog.
I don't believe I' vementioned this didn't settle on a name immediately. I Anyway, you may have encountered a movie never existed in reality. I
fact in any of my columns before; but first started calling her Chee-Chee. Murphy before in a column I wrote thought perhaps I had merely dreamed
the acquisition of a new animal is Then someone told me that Chee- about our adventure with the opos- it. If so, I planned to write the screensomething ofa discordant experience Chee is a Spanish slang word referring sum.
play. In ''Violets and Vampires," I
Speaking of opossums... ·
in our household. That's because we to two promin6nt parts of the human
finally found mention of ''Blood and
havewidelydivergenttheoriesonhow female anatomy. "I named our dog
I worlc for the Daily Times these Roses." I was happy to discover that it
days, in the Sports Department. Sev- existed, but I was disappointed beanimals should be named. The other WHAT??T'
Needless to say, that name didn't eral nights a week, I work until four in cause I was really looking forward to
members of the family feefthat dogs,
cats,gerbils,goldfish,etc. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - themorningwhenSherryl writing it. Of course, the fact that the
should be given cute,
comestopickmeupinthe movie' salreal;ly been written wouldn't
gentle names that will
• .,,....
car. The first leg of our stop some people fr<:>m writing it all
mold them into cute,
jollrncy home is on Sec- over again; half the new movies that
ond Street. We go past come out are absolutely identical to
gentlecreatures. They believethatanimalsarelike
Maynard's, the furniture movie$ you've already seen.
This isn't the first time this has
children in that, if you
storeandmakealeftturn
nameananimal 'Stupid,'
by Smith's Drugs. Up by happened to me. I wondered for years
it will become stupid, if
faynard.'s, weveryoften if that book I read as a child that had
you name an animal
seeoneormoreopossums the Hound of the Hedges and the bear
prowling the city streets that looked like a Russian really ex'Killer,' it will turn vicious,andifyounamean By Jay Arr Henderson
insearchoffood.Iloveto isted. I finally found it. It' scalled "The
animal 'Kendall,' it will
watch possums; there's Circus of Dr. Lao" and it's on my list
watch movies and drink herbal tea all last. Daisy Ripjaw is a nice name, something very fluid and graceful of all-time great books.
though. Ofcourse, Grandma has come ·about the way they move. Because of
day.
Even if the lesbian-vampire arPersonally,Ithinkthisentiretheory up with her own nickname for Daisy: their body configuratiOI\., they look ticle doesn't get published, it should
is a load ofit. lfl believed this theory, Poopie-Butt. The neighbors aren't too clumsy to the casual observer, but if be fun to write. And I will write it
I would name my dog 'Dave Barry' thrilled with it, but it certainly seems you watch long enough, you'll begin someday, if I ever get my word-proand it could write this column for me'. appropriate. Daisy Ripjaw is a clod- to understand the real economy of cessor back. We just took it in for a
Probably do a better job of it, too.
dropper from the word "Go." (So to motion that goes into the possum's simple cleaning. Then they discovMy own theory on naming ani- speak).
gait. There'sonepossuml'veseenon ered the plastic plate was broken and
mals is: the names of animals should
This wouldn't really be much of a Second Street so many times, I recog- that would cost more. The guy who
be chosen primarily for their enter- problem, but we keep Daisy in the nize him on sight now. In fact, we've knows where to order plastic plates
tainrnent value. That's why I named front yard. So we're out there-rain, named him.
from was on vacation. He finally reour three goldfish 'Jaws,' 'Moby' and snow, hail, whatever-with the shovel
Diddles Night Stalker.
turnedandordered the part from China
AsanEnglishmajorwhohopesto or, possibly, Jupiter. It will be here
'Dick.'
and the plastic bag. And, of course,
Anytime, we get a new animal, Daisy always looks terribly indignant make his living someday in the world someday, we are assured. We have a
there is a power struggle over the as if she'd really like to say, "Hey, I ofwritingandacademics,Ishouldbe computer that I'm using to write this
name.Usually,itwindsupwithSherryl wassavingthat!"
·
trying to grab every opportunity to piece, but it's just not the same as
andJanecallingthepoorlittlethingby
Daisy came to us, many of our make inroads into that world, to get using my trusty Brothers word-prosome silly name like Lassie or Snow- animals. have, without our doing a my name known to the people in that cessor.
ball and me calling it by some more singlethingtodeserveher, We simply field. But...The International ConferThat' solcay, I needed a break from
sensiblemonikerlike Dracula or Boris discovered her wandering around and enceon Third W orldStudies just didn't writing. Like afield that's been farmed
Karloff. As the animal's personality tried to find the owner. Alas, shedidn 't happen for me. I was asked to present too much, the writing part of the brain
develops, we tend tochangethe names, have one, at least not in our neighbor- my paperonJamaicaand chair a panel, needs to lie fallow once in a while. It
anyway. This is very confusing to the hood. We put a notice on the radio, but and I ~ly wanted to, but it just won't needs to absorb nutrients from books,
animal, who'sneversurewhatitsname noonecametoclaimher.Mostlikely, be possible. I couldn't find either the conversations, TV (fV? Yeah, I have
is. After a while, the dogs get so they someone had dumped her out I sup- time or the money. It was a nice honor C-Span.) and life in the same way that
answertojustaboutanything.Igoout pose she's oms, now.
·
to be asked, though. .
untended fields absorb nutrients from
in the yard and yell, "Rover!" and all
That's olcay. She's a good dog.
Also, I haven't heard anything on the air, lightning (yeah, if you don't
our dogs come bounding up. They're She loves children. We took her for a the review I did for SAIL (Studies in believe me, lookitup), bitsofrockand
all thinking, My name wasn't Rover walk the other day and one of the American Indian Literature). I sup- dust .carried by the air, wind-blown
neighbor's children aslced if he could pose a lot of people would just forget seeds and passing animals with bladyesterday, but today: Who knows?
The names tend to get combined pether.Daisylikesbeingpetted,sowe about something like that, since it der-control problems.
with the 'respectable' name getting said that would be fine. Daisy also doesn't pay anything, anyway. But
Of course, I write two or three
first billing. So in the past, we've had lilces to lick things, especially the hands getting published in SAIL would have thousand words of deathless prose
animalswithnameslilceMuffyKong, of the people who are petting her, so special significance for me as an each week for the Tunes, but most of
PriscillaGodzilla,BambiReptillicus, afterbeingpettedforamoment,Daisy American Indian. I wonder if the Ii- that's not really writing. Still, it keeps
Mikey MantisMonster, Pepper Fran- sat and her mouth opened and that brarycarriesSAILthesedays;Ishould one in practice for when the brain is
ridiculous tongue of hers came flop- stop in and ask sometime.
kenstein, and Rocky Werewolf.
ready to produce again.
I'm hoping to get a few articles
Most of these animals have been ping out. Daisy is .part Chou so her
My brain has been fallow for quite
cats, so the name didn't really matter. tongue is enormously long and has a into thejournals eventually. Right now a while now (since I was born, accordWhocareswhatananimal'snameisif wonderful bluish-purple color to it. I'm gathering materials for a short ing to some people) and the Bikini!
it doesn't come when you call it, any- The kid took one look at that huge, piece on the lesbian-vampire movies. Bikini! column worked out quite well
wet, purple tongue and went Igotstartedonthistackwhenlreread and, despite the fact that I was in one
way?
Of course, even if we can get an "eeeeyyuccclckk!" and ran into the chapter 6 of''Violets and Vampires." of my rare good moods this week, I
If you haven't read it, run down to think I'm ready to start raising hell ·
animal to understand that its name is house.
onethingwhenonepersoncallsitand
I hope the kid won't have any BASICS and see if they have any again.
somethingelseentirelywhenlcallfor psychological problems because of copies left in the free books shelves.
JayA"Hendersonisan UC Guest
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The Hillbilly Helper
By Wally Leedom and Julie Tarr

UC Staff Members
Have you ever found yourself
surrounded by hillbillies and you
don't know what to do? Then the
Hillbilly Helper is for you. If you
don't understand or are afraid of our
lifestyle, and you wish to be enlightened or your fears calmed, just keep
on reading.
First off, to we natives of this
area, the terms "hillbilly" and
"redneck" are not derogatory to us in fact, many Appalachians consider
these terms complimentary. These
names aren't fightin' words, but the
tone of voice that yo!:1 use when you
say them may get your ass kicked.
So, if you call us rednecks, do it with
respect. We feel that by calling us

hillbillies or rednecks you may be
subconsciously making excuses for
our way of life or you may be expressing your inability to understand
our culture.
Here is the truth: We do not need
to be nor want to be excused. We are
where we are, not because of other
people, but in spite of them. Acting
like a hillbilly is not just sounding
like a hillbilly, not just a twang in our
speech, our ability to misuse grammar a lot, our unique words, or our
way to dress.
Hillbilly is a culture of kindness,
hospitality, and always being ready
to lend a helping hand to another.
Hillbillies have more time than most
people ofother cultures. A hillbilly

Well, I made it to my twentysixth birthday. I don't really know if
that's any major accomplishment,
or even something to celebrate. The
last year has probably been the most
interesting (for lack of a better term)
ofmy life.
·I can't say I've had a bad life,
more like a plain life.
Nothing was ever to exciting or too devastating. Life for me was
barely existing, though
that is my own fault. On
the maturity scale, I was
still prepubescent when
I turned 25. Basically
going through life as a
talker not a doer.
Growing up in the
Reagan era, I got lost in
my own dreams. I mean
if this man can become
president, then my
dreams
pefinitely
shouldn't be that hard
to attain. Yet, much like Reagan
during his presidency, I'lived in my
own little dream world. Reality was
a word I had never heard before.
Has it really been a year since
things changed on me? In a Jot of
ways it's still hard to deal with what
has happened to me. I had a friend
named Mike, he was like another
brother to me. We grew up together
from kindergarten through adult.hood. He was the only person who
could always make me laugh. The
stories he would tell us (us being
Clint, Eric and myself) were outrageous and hilarious but true.
The trips to Gattlinburg and
Kings Island, playing golf and softbaU, thesearejustsomeofthememories I carry with me. His wide-eyed
innocence and willingness to do anything to help a friend everyday are
other examples of his memory in my
mind.

I know that death is a part oflife,
still, one never expects it to happen
while they're young. Just last September2 l, he called me around l :00
A.M. He in a hospital in Cincinnati.
His speech was slurred as he told me
what happened. At first the they
thought he'd had a heart attack. Even

is one that has time to give the fellow
with the dead battery a jump. He has
time to hold the heavy doors open
for the lady with her arms full of
books. Hillbillies have the natural
courtesy to help the ones who have
the misfortune to be injured, sick, or
'broken down on the highway. A
hillbilly also has the time to visit his
friends or family in the hospital or in
jailhouse (as the case may be).
For outsiders to visit a redneck
or hillbilly home is !I most enlightening experience as the outsider
will encounter a friendlioess and
hospitality unmatched anywhere in
the USA. We rednecks are at home
with. ourselves and willing to accept others as we are accepted.

Thoughts from mile po~t 26

Many city folk have opposite attitudes about their neighbors and
fellow citizens, and they live in
fear of one another. We hillbillies
welcome strangers and are unafraid
of them, knowing that we are able
to fend for ourselves.
It is true that occasionally a
person is shot to death here in this
lovely area but almost always the
fellow who gets shot knows why it
happened. Most violence here in
Appalachia is provoked and usually the fellow who gets gunned
down "had it coming".
In the cities a person can get
!]lugged, raped, knifed or shot just
by taking a walk in the park or a
ride on the subway.

-=ood for-

we just don't know. This is why I
have begun to do the things I've
always wanted to do. I'm back in
college to get my English degree and
I have a weekly column in the student newspaper. Two things that I've
always meant to do I am now doing.
I',m also trying to do what ever makes
me happy.
I have had sev.eral good friends
along the way that
have helped me. I'd
like to thank them
now. Thanks to the
guys, Eric, Phil and
Robb
for showing me
how to laugh again.
Also, thank you to
the Kroger ,gals,
Dena, Kellie, Bea,
Allison, Maureen
and Kathi, for listening to the incessant
rambling. Thank you
very much to Christine and Craig for
just being there. Last, but definitely
not least, thanks to Amy for showing
me that magic does exists.
·
Remember you only get one
chance in life, so don't blow it. Do
whatever it is that makes you happy.
Most importantly, don't be afraid to
chase your dre.µns.

Thouaht

B. Kevin He n l~y
Stal ( Writer
1 do a lot of riving betwei;n
chool and back bome. 0 i:ouuc,
during th 1s tinte 1bavcmai1y thoughts
th Lemcr my mind. I do th.in of
many things. I.hat othtl'!i do but some
particular things come to mind.
I ~entering the city of Xeni
· lhe$~e i limitrhanged from fifty•
fhe to lhirty-fi , . 1 then observed a
sign which rea , " el.come to eni. " . How nke, 1' m being welcomed
a clt)' which I am jw t
passing through. Then l noticed
under ibis sign a~ al .~ sign con:s1sling offour ""'o!'d which deplete
the purpose of Jhc slgn :ioovc, ..
Speed Che{: ell b}' Radar". Ho
we1comed can 011e feel a.ft.er readi "1t
,a sign Ii.kc thi:;? It's ind o! like
&a)'ing ...Wei omctomyhouse,now
turn arou.nd.anri ,pread em'''. Also.
why did the :speed Ii mi t change from
fifty-five? There was- no difference
in my surroundings, I was on the
rughway in Xenia for seven to nm
minutes- .an.;! passed three poli«
officers. Oh. I felt so safe.
l itopped in al lhe local Burger
Jon Dunham is a UC Staff
King and bought a couple of WhopWriter
pers. The girl in the l me ahead of m~
had ottlt:rci.l a cheeseburger with

Jvn•§
Little
~o~ld
By .Jon Dunham

though he was scared, as any of us
would be, he still found time to teJl
me one of his stories.
Later, they found that he had a
tumor and he died on New Year's
Eve. It's not that we all didn't get a
chance to say we cared or to say
good-bye. The question I will always have is, why? People tell me
thatlcan'task that question and that
I must have faith and believe. This
doesn •t work for me. I need to know,
why him?
Killers and dope pushers walk
the streets. War and famine continues as if nothing has happened. This
doesn't make sense to me. He dies
and the world just keeps spinni!}g,
Little by little I have struggled to
put my life back together. I have
learned one thing, however, from
this dreadful situation, none of us
knows when our time is up. It could
be tomorrow or 50 years from now,

Got an idea?
Share your
thoughts with the
University Community in The
University
Chronicle.

Among the hillbillies and
rednecks, if a stranger behaves halfway sensibly, odds are that the
person will be perfectly safe. Also
the natives here will not allow a
stranger in t~eir midst to go without food or shelter.
So; enjoy yourselves among the
hillbillies and do so without trepidation or intimidation. As.long as
you behave chances are very good
that you will not only get out alive,
but will carry with you pleasant
memories of your experiences
among us "rednecks". We are gratified to be honestly able to offer
any newcomers to our area these
words of encouragement, comprehension and welcome.
·

fries.

I e received her fo,o,d and

tht:n glared inlo her bag with a di cour ~ing look. Could l have some

kctcliup witn my fries, and some
!talt?"

•~urc" wns 1he r~ply_ I wonder,
what happened to the day~ whe1tyou
ordered tries and the ketchup was in
the bag. Y u would chec · the bag
3!1d then! v,,ould tay a few p4cts.

What a c neept, fries wi1h kc1chup.
Tho. l took a look I'll one of my
boppers I ordered with no tomatoes. There wtrt: romato !i.c:eds on

top o the lettuce. They must have
went through so much troob1c: to
comply wtth my order.
And wbat bout nawnec State

Univcndty. TI1manrnosign. which
points m in the directiaJ1 on how 10
get here. onwen that thjs Uni \·ersi ty
1:xis,t~- \Vhercisth first ign? When
you enter Ponsmouth Let s fo~-e it.
if you knov. ho'w to get to Portsmout J' m sure }'ou' ll n int this
niversity. Thlsctmldsubsl.lnli U)·
incrca:sc the studen I population. The
location js ex cell en t h' only abour
two ho
from many major citie.
but high chool studtnts elect to go
to I.heir local community college

~use ofctist.. Js- it bceaus ofcost

or lack ofadvcrti$ement7 l woniler.
But QI least I'm gi vco directions on
how to g~t to Branch Rickey Park.
Justn:member ho many time$ you
have cornc within twenty miles of a
coUegean k.ncwitbe~i.eof1hosc
signs you past o the journey
AnoLher thing to think about:

teachers' capability of playing our

institution•.~ CR.s. What is the dtal?
1 th.ink that 8 oot of 10 times my

protesliOrS fail to figur~ ()Ul how me I
damn1hings work. Tumingthcsound

on. the picture on, or even rhc T.V.
on is a m.ijor dilemma. Maybe we

need .II c:Lass atthe l1 oivcrsity on how I

to work a VCR. M ybc someone in :
media services is playing tricks on I
profess.ors. I don't know There
mu the a solution to this.problem.

ports
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Bear's soccer team tie Anderson ____

The Universitv Chronic e

Elect DAVID

GREEN
Scioto CountyAuditor

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
FOR PROVEN EXPERIENCE

As Administroiive Assistant. Ikwid Green has been
involved in thefolJDwingjimctions of~Audi!Dr's Offire:
• Preparea annual flnanclal

• Budget Commls.slon
• Payroll
• Accounts recelvable
• Accounts payable
• Estate tax release
• Safe dcpostt box invmtortes
• Manufactured home tax

Program (for elderty and
•:
Reduction
• Board of Revision

:

statements for Scioto County.
• Prepared annual tax budgets
for School Districts,
Townships and Munlcl.palltles
• Real Estate Assessment Dept.
• Homestead Reduction

By Beth Francisco

uc Sports Writer

In the final home game of the
season, Shawnee State Bears
battled Anderson Indiana in a nonconference game October· 21 at
4:00 P.M. at Riverside Park. Friday afternoon, initially exhibiting
shimmering sunshine and fluttermg breezes, 20 field players and 2
goalies take the field after the Bears
win the flip for starting control of
the ball.
•
After Dave Jacobs swiftly starts
the ball traveling down field toward our goal, Adam Brown picks
up the play and passes control to
Paul Mc Williams. The Bears set
up a tight lane offense and Jeremy
Rockwell volleys the kick to Thad
Wells, on to Ron Wagner eventually ending back at the feet of
Mc Williams who then proceeds to
kick wide right header on the goal.
Excell~nt team work gentlemen!
Anderson, pushing the ball up
field toward their goal, abruptly
looses control as Adam Brown
smoothly swipes the ball across to
Chad Leach over to Thad Wells
who volleys the ball back and forth,
ending at the flying feet of Todd
Loper. Anderson defense is hot
and heavy, allowing no shot on the
goal at this time.
Anderson regains control long
enough to actually get the ball into
their goal zone only to be bombarded by an onslaught of battling
Bears! Jeremy Rockwell, Chad
Leach, Thad Wells and Ryan Copp,
teamwork at its finest, push the
ball downfield to Wagner and on
I
•
to Jacobs, who na$"owly misses
the point. Nothing ~habby about
Anderson's defense! All players
on this soccer field are definitely

giving 100 percent!
A bad throw by Anderson's
goalie gave the Bears control once
again. Mike S~yder and Dave
Jacobs push the ball toward our
goal only to be intercepted by
Anderson when Ron Wagner is
tripped by an Anderson player and
Ryan Copp gets hacked by yet another. No cards are issued and
Anderson misses a direcfkick on
the goal as Shayne Kitts leaps high
to catch the ball.
Head Coach Bill Hale sends in
substitutes Rob Kershner for Jason Fields and Dusty Schultz to
replace Jeremy Rockwell . As play
resumes Todd Loper clears the ball
to mid-field where it is picked up
by Eric DeYoung, shifted over to
Ryan Copp who volleys the ball to
the open Chad Leach. Chad makes
an excellent shot on the goal but
Anderson defense is all over it,
allowing no point. As Anderson
tries to take the ball up field toward their goal zone, Ryan Copp
intercepts and Shultz, DeYoung,
Kershner and Myers keep pressure
on the ball pushing it to Thad Wells.
Anderson's #5, Drew Zellers goes.

down and time is calle·d. When
play resumes, the Bears on~e again
take control of the field as Adam
Brown slides the ball to _Jason
Fields who clears the ball out of
Anderson territory and zones it
down to McWilliams and Fields
just as the half-time whistle blows.
Shawnee Bears- 0 Anderson- 0
The Bears have thus far totally
controlled the field! The gentlemen indulge themselves in a welldeserved drink of water during the
short five minute half~time break.
While Jason .Fields gingerly ap· plies an icepack to his throbbing,
quickly swelling, left eye' assis. tant coaches Goodson and Powers
jq,in Coach Hale in an encouraging
pep talk to the players.
Shortly after the second half
begins, Shayne Kitts makes an excellent save on goal and delivers a
soaring kick downfield. The ball is
picked up by Copp, swung over t~
Brown but intercepted by Anderson who volleys the ball upfield
and misses a shot on goal. Loper,
blinded by the sun, sinoothly clears
the ball downfield to Wagner who
Continued on page 13
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Vendors, cigarette and dog
• Weights and Measures Inspector

!:========================~
Sandstone Trails and Horse Camp
.Beautiful horses and scenic country
Ride for as little as $10.00
Picnic area with sparkling stream
Primitive camp sites

574-5992 -Ask for Sandy

~=========================,

$ Dollar Bill's Saloon $
Br akf t tart at 6 A.M.

R al Home Cooked Lun h $1.2

Fre Sunday unch 1 P.M.
ootball Saturday & Sunday

Bottled and Tap Beer available
On the corner of Jackson and Ca,npbell

Remember to help the helping hand of the Salvation Army this holiday season
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Scorpio
(Oct.23rd
to
Nov.22nd) - You have your own
way of doing things. Why make this
week different? There are too many
things people want from you and too
much foterference to get
them done.
Well, take it
easy. It never
hurts to hear
what other
people say,
and if you
don't like it
forget it. That
way nobody
gets hurt.
Sagittarius
(Nov.23rd to
Dec.21st) You often daydream rather
than do what you're you should.
You could take a vacation in a distant place, but only in your head.
You could read books, watch movies ,or just imagine being some place
else. Some people from your past
may come back to your life. Yet, you
should work through emotional problems with that person.
Capricorn (Dec.22nd to
Jan.19th) - You could find your
soulmate in a close friend. Unfortunately he/she can't spot the truth.
Try wooing this person, it couldn't
. -hurt. You should avoid lending
money to friends this week, although
you may offer a nice gift for sick
friend.
Aquarius (Jan.20th to
Feb.18th)-Youaremoreconcerned
with your career than anything else
this week. You should try .to level
out all forms 6f life for you health.
Pisces (Feb.19th to Mar.20th)
-Although you are very busy at work
now, you should try to relax on your
spare time. Even if its just a second
to day dream of being someplace
else. You need to take time out for
yourself.

Aries (Mar.21st to Apr.20th)You are feeling romantic this week.
That special someone in your life
will be ntore than willing to allow
you to sweep them off their feet. If

"]age l 2

ovember I. 199

Entertainment

your time. Don't forget you. You
need time to be alone and think. Call
time out as often as possible. You
have emotional problems that need
worked out also.
V i r g o
(Aug.23rd to
Sept.22nd) , You need to deal
with all the emotional problems
in your life now.
Trytotalkwitha
friend about
them. If it
doesn't help,
clean your room
to release some
steam.
L i b r a
(Sept.23rd to
Oct.22nd) - It's
a good idea not
to lend money to
friends. If you don't lend money
now you won't fight later.
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Jinrnsrnp.e
unattached you could find a new
friend and a strong sex partner.
Taurus(Apr.21sttoMay20th)
- Memories from your childhood may come up this week.
Don't let them take over. You
should let yourself change the
things that need changed.
Gemini (May 21st to June
20th)- You pace yourself too
fast this week you need to take
yourtime. Youdohaveenough
time in a day to get things
done. There are many social
activities that you could do to
make things better.
Cancer (Jun.21st to
Jul.22nd) - You feel nice
enough to spend money on a
special lover. Especially someone you are trying to impress.
Spending money makes you
feel special and important.
Money doesn't
you important. You are special to everyone who knows you.
Leo (Jul.23 to Aug.22nd)
- It seems there aren't enough
hours in the day for you to give
everyone your all. It's as if
everyone wants too much of

make

ACROSS

1. Small amounl
4. Slelabt or band
9. Baby's apron
12. Will&llke

13.Lessen
14. F1s1a ew
15.Erue
17. Bonier

304 Chllllcoth• St.
Portemou.th, OH

We?e # ·1

1--,/116---~------~1
c~
t
1
I
I
I
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16% Dlacount

on 1111 reflUI• .

I
I
I

-------------....1
priced merchand/H

(~ioger Needed!)
Local Metal band needs a
Singer who is into

Slayer - .SC?pulh.ara - Metalli,a
Someone with a good low
growl vocalization yet with
some hjgh range abilities
NO POSERS!
For try
. outs Call 354-2833 or
353-5108 and ask for Greg.

19. Shelle~ from lbe wind
20. Cbuae
21. Go llahUy over
23. SuWvan 1ad Murphy
24. Aadr
27. Small mau
21. Cu"ed wheel
29. Severe
30. Monlaa (abbr.)
31. Rum
33. l.etrfe
34.
elc.
36. Rosen (cowboy)
37. Pork
JI. Lacks moaey
39. FeUne
40. Grape drink
41. Deslan transfer
43. Aae
44. French brandy
46. Departure

50.
52.
53.
54.
55.

Jewish spiritual leader
Direcllon (abbr.)
Each
Uattrtalnty
Soak nu

DOWN
1. Falher
2. Brew
3. Narndve poem
4. Spouse
5.
6. Soullaem
(abbr.)
7. Newspaper
a. Sumnder
9. Span •
10. Alom
11. Enlraly
16. Even (poetic)
II. Pell<y bup
20. Navy officer
21. Boa
22. Enaravlna In relief
23. Auricle
15. Muska! instrument
26. Dwarfllke cralnre
21. Audllor (ahbt'.)
29. Pia's home
31.
device
32. In no way
·
35. Evader
37. Obstrucl
39. Everpeen (tropical Amer.)
•• Seek affectioe
42. Ace
43. Depart
44. Hat
45. Open (poetk)
46. Recede
47. Employ
41. Place
51. Bushel (abbr.)

CONCERNED
ABOUT YOUR
WEIGHT?

THE COUNSELING CENTER
HOOR COMMO S BUILDING
or call

355-2213 or 355-2539

Sports

Tu sday,

Soccer from page I I

narrowly misses the point in goal.
As the Bears defense cut off the
Anderson lines, the plays become
fast and furious.
· By this time of afternoon the
naughty north wind has decided to
invest its two cents worth into this
game. Although beads of glistening sweat streak the twenty-two
bodies of the gentleman on the
soccer field, the viewers are adorning jackets and sweaters.
With only ten left in the game,
the ball volleys back and forth, up
and down the field, both teams
pouring it on! Dusty Shultz steps
into the ball, clearing it out of the
Anderson zone down to Thad
Wells, over to Kershner, on to
DeYoung,uptoFieldsandtiirectly
into theclearpathofforwar l Ryan
Copp· who ~lams the ball in :o the
goalforthefirstpointofthe lame!
But...No! !! The referee had blown
the penalty whistle a split second
before the point on goal! Altho 1gh
the Bears should have actually re-

tained the point due to the fact that
we had advantage of the ball, the
officials did not see it that way.
The Anderson players sweep the
ball up field and .attempt another
point on goal but Todd Loper and
Shayne Kitts allow no such luck.
With only one minute left in _the
game, Todd sets up the play and
kicks the ball downfield as the second half whistle ends the regular
game.
Shawnee Bears- 0 AndersonO

When a game of soccer ends in
a tie, there are two 15 minute segments of overtime established.
The players take another short
five minute break and plan their
strategy. Anderson wins the flip
but immediately kicks the ball out
of bounds as they foul on our end,
giving the Bears control in their
own goal zone. Paul Mc Williams
keeps the pressure on as Todd
Loper sweeps the ball over to Mike
Snider and on to Wells but Ander-

1994

son steals the play. Chad Leach
dives directly in front of the Anderson goal-bound ball, switching
control·back to the Bears. After a
foul is called against Anderson,
Dave Jacobs receives a corner kick
but just misses the goal. Chris
Myers goes in for Mike Snider
who has really hustled during this
game. Myers immediately gains
control of the
ball, saving
the goal from
Anderson• s
sot. Another
foul is called
a g a i n s t
Anderson and
Leachputsthe
ball back into
play as the
·h a If - t i m e
whistle once
again stops the
play.
Shawnee
Bears0

Anderson-0
. Coach Hale tells the worn out
players that this half belongs to the
offense. Less than one minute into
the final fifteen, Chad Leach barely
misses a point on goal. The ball
volleys quickly from end of the
field to the other. As the autumn
sun begins to slowly, but surely
settle into the western skies and

the temperature gradually falls,
Shayne Kitts sends the ball toward
our goal and the long awaited final
whistle ends the game.
Final Score - Shawnee Bears- 0
Anderson-0
Each and every player on both
teams not only gave 100 percent,
but displayed excellent conduct and
sportsmanship.
-

Shawnee State Nursing Students:

ABLS Hom~ Medical Supplies
is your Nursing Uniform
Headquarters.

Women's Basketball rank released in Preseasori Pole
News Release

The Shawnee State Univer- (who
beat
Shawnee
in
sity Women's Basketball team quarterfinals 80-74), Panhandle
has been ranked 13th in the NAIA ST. OK, and rounding out the
Division II Preseason pole. Last · top five is Findlay, OH. With
season the Bear's finished 20-12 Shawnee State and the Univerand made it to tne quarterfinals sity of Findlay_both ranked, the
of the NAlA Di vision II National Mid-Ohio Conference has ·two
Tournament. Northern State SO teams in the top 15 NAIA Divi(last season's national champion) sion II programs in the nation.
is ranked number I followed by . Shawnee State begins their regular
Mount Mercy IA, Concordia WI season Friday, November 11 at the

Indiana Tech
(ranked 10th)
Tournament.
Shawnee's
first home
game
is
Wednesday,
November
23rd against
Union College
KY.

By .Justin Linville
UC Staff Writer
The Lady Bears lost a match to
Walsh last Friday. The entire match
lasted three games. The scores of the
games were: 8-15, 3-15,and 7-15.
The leading server for the Lady
Bears was Kristy Geiser. She was 12
for 12 with one ac~. Geiser was also
the leading scorer with 8 points.
Shawnee's leading spiker was
Brandi.Miller. She was 12 for 13

Vertl.onNazon
Thursday, October 27th at
7:00p.m. The
results of this
matchup will
be available in
next weeks issue.

SSU Volleyball drops one more

with 4 kills.
The leading blocker for SSU was
Missy Flanigan with4 solo blocks
and 5 assists.
SSU' s leading setter was Kristie
Adkins. She was 51 for 55 with 9
assists.
This match makes Shawnee's
record 3-17 and 0-10 in the MOC.
The next match took place at Mt.

Jay Arr Henderson

Over f'our years exper ence 1n

prof"essional printing
and wr ting services

will
u d-process copy-edit:.
or critique manuscripts of all kinds
Lo-w rates e pc ience .
VVord-proce • ·ing...... 1. 0/page
Detailed er
<J e ........ 4.00/page
Ghost--w fUng (novels or
autoblogrnphics) ...... l 0.00/ho r

Call 353-6452

. ABLS has everything for the healthcare
professional and the recovering patient.

ABLS-Home Medical Supplies

A S..,_rllryol
our Lady ol Bellelonle Hoopital

301 Chillicothe St* Portsmouth, OH (614) 353-1311
1700 Winchester Ave. • Ashland, KY (606J 329-8089

61ocknewChevw-olet

Gee

Sales - Se-vice - Leasing
353-2161
U.S. Rou-te 23 North

3 Miles North of Portsmou-th
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Entertaininent

Chicago Music Forum

A new scene emer1:es
By Tiffany .J. Vincent

uc Entertainment Editor

test up and coming R+B, rap,
Imagine being in a room with gospel, blues, and jazz artists.
fifty people. Not too hard to This, the Chicago Music Forum
imagine, most concerts contain is sponsored by the Chicago Asat least a hundred. Now, picture sociation of Musicians and
those fifty people being the hot- · Songwriters (CAMS).

Chicago is proving to be the
CAMS was formerly .the
Seattle of the R+B sound. Artists Black Music Association, and
such as R Kelly and Crystal Wa- provides strong support to up and
ters cµt their teeth in the Chicago - coming musical professionals
battleground. Now, with the Chi- and amateurs.
cago Music Forum, several new
Several of the artists revi'ewed
artists take their turns at the plat~. on this -and the following page

What's up vvith these three fron,· CAMS
By Tiffany .J. Vincent

uc Entertainment Editor
Hell High
MC2D
Production values play an important part in the sound of a tape.
· Yet, they shouldn't be the only reason a tape is good. Such is the case
withMC2D'sHellHigh. Hell High
is an attempt at what is now categorized as 'ganstarap.' Unfortunately
Hell High is not 'gansta rap.' Al-

though it sports street smart lyrics
and an excellent accompaniment
courtesy of Don Medina (see
I.S.O.L.A.) Hell High lacks a hook.
"Welcome to the jungle cause the
jungle is hell high" comes off sounding like a twelve year o1d (with bad
enunciation I might add) yelling at
his parents. Yet, the production valuis and the instrumental side make
the tape worth at least a second look.
Hell High is available through
Mike Merrill, In-Site Productions,
1229 N. Branch St. Chicago, Illinois
60680. (312)335-8182.

Qtnmitl!l sonn to
aU1t· Qt}Jrnnidt

./4.r«aOf'b rluliaztuJk > - ~

• tffdad1Y~~

/fl'JQ«-A.aue,° W " ~
~t,o.g'k~~

~411, ~!Tia/I.

l.S.O.LA.
Nappy Nephew

The Fresh Prince was the master
of the laid back suburban rap so
popular during the late
80' s. Yet, at first sight,
Nappy Nephew would
appear to be cut from the
same cloth. Still,
l.S.O.L.A. goes a little
deeper than that. Nappy
Nephew alludes to his
hometown
of isola,
Missouri
with a flowing syntax.
Also, with
production
and music
courtesy of
D
o
n
Medina, we
know he's
got a hit.
The only
p r._o b I em
with the music is a tendency to over-echo the
with
the
vocals
redubbing made popular by Tag Team. Other.
than that, Nappy

Nephew has the performance charisma and machismo that should help
himgofar.J.S.O.LA. took third place
at this years CAMS, and will prob'

ably be seen in the near future on a
larger scate. .
l.S.0.L.A. is availal:,le through
MaJd Degree Records, P.O. Box
87483, Chicago, Illinois 606800483. (312)509-5068.

Har &Skin care center

•

are part of that new Chicago
sound, and many were present at
the forum.
CAMS is open to ALL musicians and songwriters regardless
of their location. They can be
contacted at (312)633-0704.

THE SOURCE
THE SOURCE is available
The Source
through Mid-Central Funk Produc"On the Downlow" is one of tions, 2914 Mapleview Dr., Madithose songs that gets ingrained in son, Wisconsin 53711. (608)277your memory. Its not a memorable 1190.
song, just catchy, as all
the songs on their albums
are. Sounding like the
evil twins of Color Me
Badd they sing about sex,
sex, and making love.
They offer a larger selection of songs than most
demo tapes, a whopping
six. Yet, with a largeFSelection comes a larger
chance for error. So,
while "On theDownlow"
is an excellent tune,
"Let's Get Buckwild"
falls into the Donny
Osmond
category.
"Yearning" is another
excellent tune with good
rhythm and smooth vocals. The Source's selftitled debut is worth a
The Source
good listen.

COM~()"' ~16tiT?
Every Thursday night 9:00- 11 :00
/jeLLie,Peck
Time change
November 10th.
The show
starts at 8 P.M.

Vestau.-ant

located at the

l?amada Inn
711 Second Street
354-7711

19 and up to get in!
$3 in Advance
$4 at the door ·

Ml'H
. ,.c,: 1iDDp•PAKPii•PJ1
Mflhl leN- ,, , ...... hfl'"Y

• Our , ...... ,,,,,,,..,. ,....,,..

Plr:olnete •n.. Mlreell MINter
• 3 TIMtt. OIIV ·. Bume , .. · Bullde Mueell
• O\,e, N,._ ,....,._.. ""'"' TNt M-'•"
• lu,n.., Vee..._ I ....., ..,_,. ' - ' fe,

le.....

354-1963
1912 Jackson Ave.·
Portsmouth, Ohio
B~ this ad in and receive
off on arrt &eauty aids

Entertainment

The T&T Files

TIFF

I

V .J.

I CE1 'T

uc UnLcrta,nmi;nt Eclum-

So1Jthem Ohio is full of lOfies
of the parnnomrnl. Ask a11yone n
the Street, and lhey ll say 1hey' ve
seen a _Bhost Or ufo, but more likely
they b.a't'C a fr1e.nd who did.
Th

legend: .some ur ,m nnd

o c h•S!ori~'11I permeate the c1.1 l 1.1.rc

of Appal[lChra Starting next i tic:,

'rlF A V 1.. K
lJ.'-,: l%J ff \llti1cr

Trnc, the entire smtc: Ohio is
ri died with gho~ts. So much that
Ohio nath·c Chris Woodyard has
penned t hrcc bo kl. on the very subjecL
True. T am II definite belie er,
rve though I bau )'Ct to encounter
uni: , Il1<l r;; robe. Uyou
aclo,e
look at 1tre histories CJf the world
culture ·, p ~-Licall)' each nd cvrry
"onr: of them believed in spirits of

Tiffany Kndsly and myself Will be
hJYcStigating theselcgcnd5. Kneisly

~li yel'f, (<0f course do not.
Nodiing I have
n has ever
proven to me th~ u-·i;t ac u! the

paranonn l,soonth
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T 1e day, ove1nher 1 l 994

e p 11ion.s

in1 the "no nown" l can be relied
on to pravjJe 11 more lreptical if not
more reulistic ,,i¢ point

some n
Ininvtstigatinglhcse''lcg.cnd,~••
as Ms, incenl put tt. I will be
h•ing tbebdievers pcrspecti ·e, the
only pefSp,¢erl ve y u rcall y nec:d ta
kno"''·
OMI G EX ISSUE~
GHOSTS OF S ·u
TfyouhB i-H.eeong.hosfooe.a pus contact Tiffany Vincenl or
Km~isl) l 355-3 02 on camp11 ·
ext. 502}.

_______________.....________....,

John Prine disappoints on late_s t tour~
By Tiffany .J. Vincent

UC Entertainment Editor

mumbled by the audience as
.
' (and
Pnne's
second hand man
the only other man on stage) out
played the star.
The only thing saving the
show was the opening act,
Heather Eatman, who was coldly

Students of SSU's Appalachian Music (MUSI 225 and
MUSI 226) are familiar with the
name John Prine, and fans of
great music should be .. .at least
of his recorded
releases. Prine
performed on
October 27 at
the Paramount
Arts Center.
One of the
larger venues
in the area,
Prine played a
mediocre show
to a sold out
crowd. The
crowd itself
was largely
middle age and
middle class.
Normally this
wouldn't have
been a problem, but the
hall ~xuded an
air of hippie · .John Prine recovers from alcoholic stupor for some post show hijinx
"wan.na-be's"
that allowed them to forget they received by an audience that oc- a label he owns. You can contact
were listening to a drunk man casionally heckled "where's them at 33 Music Square West
John," yet, after Prine arrived it Ste. 102A, Nashville, TN. 37203.
stumble through a small show.
Songs such as "Paradise" that was just "where's the door" as l-800-521-2112.
would have normally been a several patrons (paying $22.50 a
group sing al9ng were slowly

s there really anything fun to do in Portsmouth?

By Philip .J. Thieken
f

Every falll hear the new-students
on campus ask the same old questions
over and over again about Portsmouth,
'Is there anything fun to do in Portsmouth?"
Well that would depend on who
fOU asked. If you asked our Mayor,
predominate business men or just one
of the greedy fat cats that own two
thirds of Portsmouth they would give
you a-long list of things that they feel
ue entertainment, but what they don't
realize is that staring at the murals on
flood wallisn'tfunfortheaverage
18-25 year old college student who
n't on acid.
So, just what is in Portsmouth to
lo that is fun?
Nothing! That's right, I said nothng.
I guess I should say there wasn't
until now. The Dockside Lounge in
!lC Ramada Inn, which is just off
pus has finally lowered the age for
le to attend the Comedy Connecn on Thursday nights from 21 to 19.
·s helps but it is not enough. Curmtly Portsmouth is seeing a rise in
ie local music scene. This new wave
bands is the largest this area has

ticket) could be found smoking
outside.
A sad show by an artist who
was once a great name in the
annals of folk music.
John Prine's recordings are
now available on Oh Boy Records

THE BEWERY ARCADE

seen in over ten years. 1be only probSpeaking of Introspection, I will .
SECOND STREET
lemis that the very few clubs that have have a review of their album Truth
PORTSMOUTH. OHIO
live bands won't let anyone under 21 lies Within following this weekend's
Guess, Polo, Gio1'(Jnnia, Wicked,
in to see them play.
eveht, so if you would like hear them
JZ
rr U?, Kacy, and much more ...
Our best hope is Eula's at 811 and have an idea of what it is I'll be
Murry St At one time this establish- reviewing make sure you get down to
ment allowed people 18 and up in on the stadium by noon on Saturday to
Pioneer, Pyramid,
Precisio11 Audio, & Turga
weekends to see the bands, ancl those hear Introspection. And stay to hear
under 18 could attend with a parent. the other bands to because with the
But those days are gone and you have mentality of people in Portsmouth it
10:30am • 6:30pm
to be 21 to get into Eula'j which is very may be a while before you get another
strange because almost every band ~c_han_ce_like_·
_thi_._s._ _ _ _ _ _
thathas playedthererecently hasmembers who are under the age of 21.
So the only other places you can
see any live bands locally is the ocea12' Second Street Inside thrtlewery Arcade
sional show tb,at is done in Tracy Park
Open 9am-5pm
Phone: 354-1951
across from Kroger here in town or
MO«td~-Saturday
anyoftheotherrandomshowsthatare
\
put on in the area.
This bringsmetothiscaseinpoint. ; JUITJWQT
SCHOOL
On Saturday, November 5th there will ·
-OtlO
beaCollegeMusicFestivalatSpartan
No9Senilili.e. IION · 1tJI!: • WED
Stadium that promises to be some of
the bestentertainmentsincelastspring l
when a few attempts were made to get ·
the local music scene started then.
'!....-,
"7'
Some of the acts that you should make
sure you get to see are: Pour the Coal,
Weddings• Birthdays• Ann rsaries • Special Occasions
Spagetty, Madam Session and Intro"Say it bette "th balloons!"
spection.

Balloon Creations
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Language from page 6

acquisition. As we move along ing the language and culture of month ttrition at the Academy.
we would like to share our find- another country helps us in busiInstructors at the Academy
ings with the community and ·ness, pqlitics and, of course, in include Miriam Scott (Spanish),
other educators."
Rashida Boukaabar (French and
peace relations."
The institution's approaches
Coll and Campis stated that Arabic) Rossana Riley (Spanish),
use the whole language approach they would like to serve older Motoko Kiuchi (Japanese), and
to train students in different students and adults. However, Dr . Stylianos Hadjiyannis
tongues. They state, "The Acad- they stated such additional pro- (Greek).
emy will work with two language grams would have to come at a
Students can attend classes
learning approaches that work later date.
either from 10:00 A.M. to 12:00
well; they are the whole language
Currently there are approxi- P.M. or 1 P.M. and 3 P.M. on
approach and language teaching mately 30 students enrolled in · Saturdays. Students can also atmethods in practice at The New the Academy. The students pay tend both class times.
School for Social Research in approximately $48 dollars for a
New York City. The whole language approach stresses a holistic learning situation where
youngsters are' invited to participate in an environment with various experiences. The New School
for Social Research language
method emphasizes speaking and
3432 Rhodes Ave. New Boston 456-9918
conservation in language learnWed-Sat 10-7
Sun 12-5
ing."
Campis stated, "It [language
Student Dousing Supplies
instruction] gives people two or
.Furniture Catalog Ou et
three more windows to the world
out there." She added,
:'Traditionally
in
America, we have be- .
lieved for a long time
thl!-t the rest of the world
should speak English
since we are a world
power. I believe that this
type of thinking is
changing especially now
that we are talking of a
global community and,
closer to home, we are
promoting NAFT A with
486 DX2/66 ~1299
486 DLC/40 ~1079 •
Mexico. We are starting
*4
megs
ram
*4 megs ram ,
to see ho~ much know*420 meg hard drive
*340 meg hard drive
*1.2 & 1.44 floppy drives
* 1.2 & 1.44 hard drive
*101 keyboard
*101 keyboard
*2s/lp/lg ports- mouse
*2s/lp/lg ports - mouse
*1 meg SVGA
*1 meg SVGA card
*1024x768non-intmonltor·*1024 x 768 monitor

Mar~et Plac~
lr,door Mar~C?t

396S Gallia

New Boston
4S6~6411

Just 4 of the great deals at
Shawnee Computers!

:' ~~;t (~.R~;lt t.
f-4g,J.:1'?j:

.. .in some of
the Jollqwing
areas?
-chemistry
-English
~Writing skills
-Basic math/

algebra,
-French ······. •
. Call 574-,2664

and as.kJor

Dennis. erivate
; tutor. Call fo(

386 SX/40

~699

~86 DX/40

•839

*I meg ram
*2 megs ram
*40 meg hard drive
*210 meg hard drive
*1'.2 or 1.44 floppy drives
*1.2 & 1.44 floppy drives
*IOI keyboa.-d
*101 keyboard
*2s/lp/lg ports - mouse
*2s/lp/lg ports - mouse
*256VGA card and monitor
*256 VGA card and monitor
EA CH C OM ES WITH CH O l <!:E OF
DE SKTOP OR...MIN l ·TOWER CASE

Accessories

14.4 faxmodem $99
Zoltrix Sound Pak $79
AP 1600 Sound PAK 16 Bit $99
Mitsumi DS 250MS CD Rom $179
CD Rom software $10 and up
CD Rom speaker set $12 Deluxe $19
Panasonic KXP2123 $229 Cofor kit $59
Diskettes/Boxes/Mice/Cables/Shareware

Components

Western Digital 420 meg $269
Western Digital 730 meg 5389
Desktop and mini-tower cases $69
1.2 & 1.44 floppy drives 1.44/559 1.2/$69
SVGA monitor 5229
SVGA monitor 15" $379
SVGA .39 Monitor 5229/ .28 5249
Im x 3 SIMM ram $49
4m x 3 SIMM S179

US£D SYSTEMS &tlf/?J7/'16 AS LOW AS t,99

by W • IJ:,e Leedom

uc Cbicf of B usines s Affai rs
WHO HE IS:
Fr dC hrl man'stl1 lc · c1tr•
rtnll) nflu . Hedescri beshim ~elf as Direc tor of Stude11'i ctivitie~ and uxillaTy.
Basican~, hr ovusrc::~ any
stude ru activ it ies cept tl, lclics.
Chri.,man receive<; repor~
from t h-e Fraternati-es a nd
sorieties, serves crs advisor lo
Student Senate. Studen t Pw~

gran ing Board, an tin) clubs
11nd organizat ions 1hat students
start up. !focurity mc:: asures for
rdl student programing board
act,ivjlie t tu.rr
e by Chri -

man. ffe oversee, the o perat ing

progrcb. He is itnpor tao t to the
students right up 10 1b moment
lhat they graduale, as he is on
me graduation comm ittee to •

EDUCA.'tION ~
Fred Ch ri m n earn e d <l
foehe or'i; de-gree in eleme ntary
ducation :it Ohio Uni'1 c:r ity.
He thon furthered his cduea~
tiona.1 ach PJc:rnents at X avic:r
niver "ty hy ob tai ing .i m-uli::r~ degree ln e ucatfon ad min-

i. trallon, and thirty additional
hours
tuned
Fred
,a

supcrintende11l's cenificale for
city schools.
WHY SHAWNEE S'J' ATE

l'\"EkSITY:
. f'rcd ltke sce1f c Scioto
C unty, 101d s ys t hau'h peopl e

of the .C. building, i ncluding are pretly darn: cordial he:re..
11 daily w.iU,.-1hrouE,"h i ri pcction
AD ' ICE TO ·TUDE "CS:
of the premises. lie is proud of ·
Take ad.,,anrn c of l ht': serthe cleanliness and condition of vices offere d al S.~- ., .espethe U.C. builuing.
do.lly th e: LctKoing Center. li
hri nan al ·o does uty 38 you need to now. as someone,
•housi l)g dicectm and as ·urcs u
-as. k F re d. a~ be is willing to
rhat ho1.1 ing
udie, a rc in help.

Craig's Trading Times
- Ad runs till you sell Call Craig at 355-2278
- Intra Campus Rate $5.00 for students, staff &
all campus crawlers
Any & all kinds of classifi~ds
& personals accepted

ews
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State of the Wo rld

Three men get 8
years for shoo i ng
U.S student

have bce11 pu1 to work.; the g al i~
50.000 by the emi of 1.h~ )'car."

( 'oull rlfr~a) Three, ourh Africa11~ were: :,,entcncctl 10 I years
1mpril;i.,nme111 for lhe murJc:rufU .S.

tud ·nL Amy Biehl. ,. 11 thre~ are
ctl\ i~rnfaSuutb Africangroap the
r\fricanist 1udem~ 0 g nizati n
JuJg Grr, kl Fnedman e-

Mus ·m ed troops
capture Serbian
ba ra.c ks
le

(Bo.mia-Her:eg1.1.-illa) tuslim-

·

·

con1rol11:tl
0 stra!egic

gets the do ugh

(Rlm·io One of two hij k~
who,; iuJ a Russian pa.~senger jel
. ummderoo.. I' ·c:111y-t'our hostage

w~·re rdca.,.;etl. But the ~e ·untJ hi •

j:1 kc:rkeopllwoi:rn mern~rse en
oire1 ne~ou tor deli crcd bou,

$500,0fl 'I he hija ing_ •,1;·us one of
a late treml in soadi"em U¾i:.t.

i1llhc: •orld forJoumalists;• .:iid lhc:
Ne\· (11k based Commjtte t r10te tJoumali i 1.i Wednesday They
::io cum:Juded lhat ·ith r1,·cr 25
me bctS of the press illed ·,nee
, fo:, 19 2. it •
n mom ,folent
th3n Algeria and Bosnialkrzc:govim1 w
h, \le lthu ~cen
high numb
of journnli I killed
during the pa,1 two y~,:m.

_.:...._-=-___. .: :_____..;;.._ _________________________ .,

marks Biehl

"'Wa:,

illcd li r nc

th~ Renamo party ay th decbon
was a fraud from the begining. Th
vote wou Id hJvc seale(h wo yi;ar uld
accord be1 een rn..: ruling Frel1mo
Party and
Renamo L at ended a
si~1ttn year long war.

J0,000 Cuban e d
Guantanamo and
(Guantanamci, Cuba) U.S. of~
,cial~ denied that Cubans in i.;u

reason onl). n. me:} hc:cau~ :be

h <l white kin"
Friedman opted a.galnst rite
death ~eill nee hoping the thi?e
mighrntill cocnc:usdul members
of ~ode~y ''de.rpite lh f:11.:L lhe '
ha\/C .sho\\ n no rernn e."'
Biehl w L chofar from Newf'l}I I Ht>ach, C JI r. itl S11uLh ' -ritu
hcJping to educate . nu1h African

tody ar camps in Panama nd
Bay na,,al bas are beGuant::ma
mg sent ho ,e i voluor.urily.
Slate D~tmem pok swuman
Ch1h-.tim: Shelley ys m o.l the
several Cu ans lhal w re pre ·ented
from leaving by c urt order ll'l t
Tuesd£fy were upset. but mo.st wer-e
ntJL

V{l[CrS.

U.S. to give $200

million in aid to

Haiti

(Port- u-l'rin~, Haili) The
.S. ha.~ a pl 11 lO give Haiti 200
inrlliun in aid during the fi , tyea, ol
lht'ir tc:5tored Gm·crment. 0 her
Allied donors will rn.i.isc th amou11t
tn nearly$ 5U rnilliun doll.m,
ccn ding to M.u!... Schneider
Re.,ional Adminhtmtor 1hc U.S .
Agenc) tor l11tt'mat.lonal Developin ,nl., $95 m1lliun of1he1ot;il will
asro 10 rlk!d m,11ioru f Haiti.ans
d ily 111d to l'realc johi;.
Schneiuer :.ays. "35.DLMJ pco_ple

L-----------------------------------Serb111n barrnc

\VeJncsdayas there
A toe piJi.: of w p ns
11mlequ1pmcnt ere Jett bebind. say
.N. pcticckceper. Aloo seve I
'hlldren wen: inJured when u hell
w ... e pl oded in Sarajevo, the worst
reported mcid nt m ~onths.

t · ned ,

Hijacker surren
ders while, partn e..-

Members of the
press at r·sk in
Tajikistan

(T4jil..i tan.) Onc-11: a form r
member ot the
vict Republic,
Tajikistan has become ii ceati::r for
1/olence. The mall country i~ not~
being called ••1hc dcadlicsrc-ountry

Mozambi ue elec
t· on cancelled
( IQ;,ambiqu

La.<it

Thursd!ly

whnt would ha\'e bt: n Mozcunbiq ues
fir!'.f Multipany gt:n ·ml election was
cam:dled, The tomi r n:bd mo\'C•
111 ntRcn3mopulle CHJt()flhtelc -

tinn JU~f hours bdun:: th polls were
to open. Rahil
, 11 ~pol< l.man fur

·we won't hold anyon¢ag inst
his will," sh said
, .. Di. trict Judge C. lydt
tkins in Miomi i ui:d a temporary
re.strdlmn° order uesduy lfl top a
plant: form leaving the base in
Guant
mo u.wy~n. are fighung
lo free more dnm 30,000 Cu an
helJ ilt G ntanamo and in Panam
argued Wedn day that the refugees
are being compelled b_ intolerable
conclitions tn rel m to
ba.

Robert D. KinWe ·~ th-e. VC

eows Editor,
Saun:e1; U,

n»1a1. Wall'llilff•
l'IHkTim ,and N

President Clinton·highlights heroism of MTV star Pedro Zamora

(White House Press Release•
Washington,D.C.) President Bill

Clinton praised ailing MTV star
Pedro Zamora in a video message
played today at a Los
Angeles
benefit.
Zamora, battling AIDS
....
at a Miami hospital, is
one of the stars of
MTV' s show " the
Real World."theshow
focuses on the real
lives of seven young
people living together
in a San Francisco
house.
"Pedro is a role
model for all of U.S,"
the President said. "He's shown
the courage and strength to move
beyond himself, reaching out to
others while struggling with his
own illness." Clinton went on to
say, "Now no one in America can

say they've never known someone
wh<( s Ii ving with AIDS. The challenge to each of us is to do something about it and to continue

merous community groups,
schools, and the Presidential Commission on AIDS. His health has
recently deteriorated, forcing
him to leave
San Francisco
for a Miami
Hospital in order to be with
his family and
to
recieve
treatment.
The President,
who
placed a personal call to
Pedro in late
September;
Pedro's fight."
has been. working with Attorney
Zamora, now twenty-two, has General Janet RenQ and Health
been HIV positive since he was . and Humane Services Secretary
seventeen. An. important spokes- Donna Shalala to provide the rest
person for young people with of Zamora's Cuban family with
AIDS, Zamora has addressed nu- Visa's to the United States. These

From the desk of the President

efforts will bring the entire Zamora
family together for the first time
in Fourteen years.
"Our Administration is dedi~ated not only to finding a cure

forthis plague, but to supporting
those living with it," said the
President, who closed the message by saying, "Pedro, all of us
are very proud of you."

Andy

Glockner
Toyota/Honda
Sales • S rvic:e
P rt:s • Leasing

54-3255

U.S. route 23 North
Ports1nouth Ohio
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CLASSIF.IEDS, PERS01 'ALS. BUY A-1
ELL TTE, rs
ll . . P ,R VV . . . KP Y IENT I
ADV
CE. CALL FOR DISPI..A
CALL _l55-2278 OR M ... IE 411

0

Personals ) (_ Items for.·. Sale_ •)

Voluptuous, Sensual, Provocative, Hendonistic, woman in midthirties, seeks man who has the arcane
~agic needed in a relationship that is
arousing on _every level - humorous,
_passionate and most importantly, intellectual She has a "wiggle in her
walk and a giggle in her talk." And she
likes men. No woman's lib thing here
- she enjoys cooking and serving aman and feeling protected by him. H
you want" a friendship that could lead
to the love connection of this millennium. Send a Jetter to The University
Chronicle; Massie 411, 940 Second
St., Portsmouth, OH. 45662 ATTN:
Personal # I 00
Woman in thirties, secure in her
intelligence and beauty desires a man
with a dazzling intellect who wants a
superfluous, sexual friendship that will
provide both with the feverish
thrashings 'of physical expressions and
sensations of euphoric arousal with
climax. Age does not matter (remember she is at her sexual peak) as long as
you can keep up. Send letters to The
University Chronicle, Massie 411,940
Second St, Portsmouth, OH 45662
ATTN: Personal #101
Seeks companionship. Male 21
seeks companionship of female who
is interested innotcreating asti:essful
relationship. Wantstobeselfandshare
life with someone who can beloved as
they are. AD#OOl
SWF 21 and student, seeks alternative man who is outrageous and is
not afraid of romance; with a 90's
woman, for friendship and possible
Jong-term relationship. Send letter to
The UniversiJy Chronicle Office,
Massie Hall 411,940 Second Street,
Portsmouth, OH. ATTN: Pt1£Sonal
Ad#69.

( t>rganizatioJ!$'

games ofstreethockeyonrollerblades.
Ageandexperiencedo not matter. See
Dr. TonyDzikinBusinessAnnex 133
or call 355-2326.
The University Chronicle regularly holds staff meetings on Tuesday
at 4:00 P.M. in Massie 411.

ECKANKAR

Have you experienced
the Light and Sound of
God?

J;;er

a fr~ brochure on
Eckarikar: Religion of the
Ught and ·sound of God
call 1-800-762-7685

DR 'rES.

liabletransportationneeded.Call776- nouncementNumberEX94-41.
3monthsexperienceinapplicationof
2501
Gunsmithing Tool Room and mathematical, statistical or analytical
Chevy Camero RS 1989 -Blue,
Wanted!!!- Individuals, Student Machine Maintenance Specialist- methodsusedinformulatingandsolvautomatic 2.8L 6 cyL Good M.P.G. Organizations and small.Groups to Thispersonisresponsiblefortheman- ingproblemsorindecisionmaking;3
Great condition 52K miles Call 606 Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn agement and operation of the gun- monthstrainingorexperienceintech757-3477 Must Sell. Have new car.
substantial MONEY and FREE smithingtoolroomaswellasthemain- nicalorbusinesswriting;validdriver's
Books for sale. Psychology 101 TRIPS. CALL THE NATION'S tenanceandrepairofmachineryinthe license. Send resume to David Kirk,
and 2 books for Human Growth and LEADER, INTER-CAMPU~ PRO- gunsmithingshopareas. This position Human Resources, 180 East Broad
Development. $12 each and both vir- GRAMS 1-800-327-6013
suppons gunsmithing instruction and Street, 10th Floor, Columbus, OH.
tually in new condition. Call Cathy at
Singer Needed- Metal bll.Jld in reports directly to the division chair.
Mechanical Technician- Sup574-8615
need of singer. Prefer someone who Applicant must have formal training· ports the design and development of
88 Suzuki Quadracer SOOcc- has low voice but can do some high in Gunsmithing or Machine Trades; newproductsaccordingtodesignated
Good shape, perfect mechanical con- ranges sometime. Call 354-2833 or knowledge of gunsmithing tools, ma- specifications. Build, test, and troubledition, never abused, new blackwater 353-5100 ask for <Jreg.
chine tool operations and related ter- shoot product prototy~. Associate
tires, new brakes, very strong. $l900
·Department of Education- Per- minology; ability tocommunicateef- degree in Mechanical Technology.
3 3574
r.O=B=O=C=al=l=~~=-= = =·==========~ sonnel Department, Room 1012, 65 fectivelywithstudents,instructorsand Minimum of 5 years experience in
GQOI) QUALl"I'~
South Front Street, Columbus, OH thegeneralpublic;knowledgeoffire- productdevelopment.Experiencewith
SOUN'P f.QUIP Mf.N"f.
43266-0308. Various teaching posi- arms and firearm re8ulations; ability CAD software, the design of test fixWll.1. Sf.Ll. AS A Sf.1 O'R tions. Complete listing on file id the toperformmaintenanceandrepairon tures and documentation of tests and
ll\' 'f Hf. lllE.Cf..
Career Services Office.
shop machinery. H interested submit results. Send resume to Recruitment
L:_=_=C;:A;:_.L=_=i.;:_
c=_"'=_=~;:I_S=·~A=_='E'_
-~=~=9=·-•=·1=4=9::::J
NationalScienceFoundationhas· a formal letter of application stating andSelectionManager,GraphicCon...
several openings. National Science compliance with the listing qualifica- trols Corporation, P.O. Box 1271,
Foundation,DivisionofHumanSource tions/duties, a resume, list of three Buffalo, NY 14240. ·
Boo~&
Software Development EngiManagement,4201 Wilson Boulevard, names and phone numbers of work
Room 315, Arlington, VA 22230. reference to Search Committee, Gun- neer-Supportthedesign anddevelopCome to the Counseling and Career smithing Tool Room and Machine ment for software for new products
(Valiant)
M gnu. It 45
MaintenanceSpecialist, Trinidad State accordingtodesignatedspecifications.
Center to see a complete listing.
3:22
Alaska Employment- Students Junior College, Campus Box 328, BS inElectricalEngineeringwithem4: 6
phasis on the application of microNeeded! Fishing industry. Earn up to Trinidad, CO 81082.
5: 0
~et of llll f,'our: 11 O
$3,000-$6,000+permonth. Room and
Personnel Department- Room computers 3-5 years experience with
All Mint, ith certi i c • in111~·1 board! Transportation! Male or Fe- 1012, 65 South Front Street, Colum- the application of microcomputers,
and t111Achcd.
male. No experience necessary. Call bus, OH43266-0308. Various teach- microprocessorsandsoftwaretoprodSolar ,
(206)545-4155 ext A62301
ing positipns. Complete listing on file uctdevelopment;experiencewithsoftI: 2
2~22
ware documentation , testing, verifiCruise Ships Now Hiring- Earn in the Career Services Office.
h :..·tint: $44
of
Personnel
Managecation,
validation and troubleshooting.
up
to
$2,000+/month
working
on
Office
·orl: !,I
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour compa- ment- 200West Second Street, Room Send resume to Recruitment and Sea
nies. World travel (Hawaii, Mexico, 507, Dayton, OH 45402. Various lection Manager, Graphic Controls
id
•
the Caribbean, etc.). Seasonal and Full- government service positions. Listing Corporation, P.O. Box 1271, Buffalo,
hr:. apl'eara
.:rio, fllir
.Timeavailable.Noexperienceneces- on file in the Career Services Office. NY 14240.
plu
ixl onu
rnumVs.
Telesales Representative- Prisary.Formoreinformationcall 1-206- To Obtain federal job info (mm a
ol\erin : _z
634-0468 ext. C62301
touch-tone phone, call 513/225-2720 mary function i.s to increase sales to
Resume Workshop-The Office or 513/225-2866.
assignedaccounts.Collegedegreereof Counseling and Career Services
ExtensionAgents-InlndianLake quired; PC expertise required, previwill be having a workshop on resume Hydrologic Unit Watershed project- ous sales experience mandatory, exand
writing on Tuesday, October 4, 1994, Auglaize, Hardin and Logan Coun- cellent communication
L...-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;=~from 6:00p.m. to 7:00p.m. in the Li- ties; Agriculture and Natural Re- organizationskills,andanalyticalabilbrary Room 205. If you are interested sources-Drake County ; 4-H/Y outh ity. Send resume to Recruitment and
in attending, please sign up in the Development--Henry. and Medina SelectionManager,GraphicControls
Room Mate Wanted - Asking
Counties; F.conomic Development- Corporation,P.O.Box 1271,Buffalo,
for someone to share a house. Call • Career Center.
Biologist- Temporary position Washington County; Business Plan NY 14240.
353-0670
with the National Science Foundation. Development and Communications-On-Air Announcer-Position is
ThreeBedroomhouseforrent.
This position provides scientific assis- Bowling Green, OH. Job description, full-time mid-day announcer. MusJ be
Need 3 occupants. Call 353-0671.
tance to the Program Officers in all responsibilities -an~ salary available. an adult communicator (no screamPlease leave message.
phases of the proposal review process; Various application deadlines. Apply ers), ability to work with phones, and
contributes to ad hoc reviewer update- to Dr. John N. Stitzlein, The Ohio knowledge of computers. Send tape
Need extra Christmas money? and selection by reading professional State UniversityExtension,2120Fyffe and resume to Program Director, ·
Ring bells for the Salvation Army. journals and reviews in the field and Road, Columbus.OH 43210-1084. WXVK Radio, P.O. Box 2288, HunFlexible hours - Good cause! Call working with Program Officers to ex- 614/292-6169. Taken from Baldwin tington, WV25724.
Entry Level Production Tech353-2400 between 9 A.M. and 4 P.M. pand the reviewer base, and doing Wallace College Job Bulletin.
ApGeneral
Labor-Magic
CenterCar
nicianDuties require knowledge of
library
research
for
the
Program.
and ask for Lt. Hickman.
plicants
I
must
have
a
baccalaureate
Wash
has
part
time
general
laborposirobotics,
PLC's, electronics, mechani•••Spring Break*** America's
#1 Spring Break Company! Cancun, degree in ecology or evolutionary sci- tions available. Call Trish Howard at cal drawing, pnewnatics and hydrauBahamas:Daytona&Panama! 110% ence or equivalent experience. Some 353-4000 or pick up an application at lies. Applicant needs a degree in plaselectromechanical,
LowestPriceGuarantee! Organize 15 administrati.ve, managerial or profes- MagicCenterCarWash, 1024Findlay tics,
sional
experience
related
to
the.posiStreet,
Portsmouth,
OH
45662.
instrumentation
orrelated field. Send
.friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn
tion
is
desirable.
Send
resume
to
NaUtility
Auditor
1-Team
member
resume
to
Brian
Boldman, MFG ID
highest commissions! (800) 32tional
Science
Foundation,
Division
forratecaseinvestigationsandstudies
Manager,
Stanley
Electric U.S. Co.,
TRAVEL
of
Human
Resource
Management,
relating
to
depreciation.
Completion
Inc.,
420
East
High
Street, London,
Baby Sitter Wanted- Evening
hours, part-time . permanent In the 4201 Wilson Boulevard, Room 31S, _ofassociatecoreprogramor12months OH43140.614/852/5200orfax614/ 1
·' '""L 'Tanglewood, Wheelersburg area. Re- Arlington WV 22230, Atteatioll~ ·':fx~ri~.inre,JatedfielJ:l;ri-oour.seor) •G~2/3.'.H2.; t:.11.a,n '- i ::.: J,'

Con,·c:
for .Szlef

9(

Nondenominational Bible
Study.. Students, Faculty, and Staff
welcome. For more information contact Linda Plummer at 355-2554.
Sponsored by SSUCampusMinistry.
Lookingforfolkstoplaypick-up

11

For Rent ·]

Enipl oy:in"-

Page 1

Clas ifieds
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Mansfield Correctional Institution siveness to their needs. Requires a Submit an Ohio Civil Service appliwho are clients of the Office of Psy- Bachelor's degree in related field. cation with Position Control NumCIIIIY 1. IIIIPPltlll
Mail, SM-7 Washington, DC 20250- chiatric Services to Corrections. Minimum of two years in a progres- berto Ohio Department of AdminisD.8.A.
trative
Services,
Centralized
9600. Various listed positions. Must be licensed to practice psy- sive sales department of organizaListing on file in the career services chology as issued by Ohio State tion. Send resume to Sherman Recruitment and Referral Center, 30
office.
Board of Psychology. Submit Ohio Gandee, Director of Human Re- East Broad Street, 29th Floor, CoMartin Marieta Energy Sys- Civil Service Application to Ohio sources, Steere Enterprises, 2~5 lumbus, OH 43266-0405.
WINDOW & SCREEN REPAIRS
Training Officer- Conducts
tems, Inc.- continues to need the Department of Mental Health, 30 E. Commerce Street, Tallimadge, OH
• OIWiltU\l I AC TOHY rnu111r.1un
regularly scheduled classes; prepares
resumes and transcripts of students Broad St. Boom 1180, Columbus, 44278. 216/633-4926.
• FAST f,1(Jhl · f \I I'\ 111
and
presents
emergency
aitd
ad
hoc
-Physical
Therapy
Assistant(2
with courses in mathematics, phys- OH 43266-0414.
ics, chemistry, and electrical conHospitalAide-Worksunder im- positions) - Licensed physical instruction; creates, reviews, revises
cepts for consideration as operators mediate supervision and requires therapy assistant in Ohio. One posi- training material; plans and sched•llffOtlMI
in training. If you are interested, some knowledge of guidelines per- tion applies or performs therapeutic ules classes; assists other training
•IIOIIIIIONII
please bring your material to the taining to direct resident care to pro- , procedures, reviews patients' medi- officers in the classroom as needed;
vide direct care services to clients. cal records along with physical limi- teaches the following: Central Ac~areer center for faxing.
• W
OIICCJI.Ola
Custodial Worker- lntermit- Provides direct care services to cli- tations, operates and regulates equip- counting Systems subsystems; Aptent position. Knowledge of clean- ents while in the clinic or off earn- ment, implements patient treatment propriations, Purchasing/Encuming practices and procedures; addi- pus. Requires skil-ls in direct care. plans. Second position assists physi- brance, Revenue, Grants, and CAS
tion and subtraction. Skill in SubmitrequeststoHumanresources, cal therapist with patient records. · Inquiries. Position requires 6courses
operating instructions; recognize Gallipolis Development Center, Send resume to Patrick Payne, Divi- in human resources, education, sosafety warnings; stand, walk or bend 2500 Ohio Avenue, Gallipolis, OH sion of Human Resources, Univer- ciology or psychology or 18 months
sity Medical Center, 151 Means Hall, experience in preparing informacontinuously;lift up to 50 lbs. fre- 43631. (614) 446-1642.
quently. Send resume to human reHazardous Materials Investi- 1654 Upman Drive, Columbus, OH tional or instructional programs; 18
positions. Listing on file in the Casources, Gallipolis Developmental gator Specialist- Interacts with car- 43210.
Training Supervisor- This po- reer Services Office. To obtain fedcenter, 2500 Ohio Avenue, Gallipo- riers, shippers and/or their represenlis, OH 45631. 614/446-1642.
tatives to ensure compliance of sition supervises training personnel; eral job information from a touchMechanical Designer- Must applicable laws, codes, and rules defines tasks; directs activities; tone phone, call 513/225-2720 or
1(41 " ' - have product or trim design experi- governing packaging, labeling, schedules classes; directs and re- 513/225-2866.
ence. Exposure to plastics, rubberor placarding, manifesting, and ban- views course development; conducts
injection molding is desired. De- dling ·of hazardous materials and staff·meetings; resolves personriel
sired candidate shouJd.have experi- motor carrier safety rules and regu- issues; gives reviews; counsels; apence with PRO-E and/or Auto-CAD lations. Completion of undergradu- proves schedules; recommends for
908 Gallia St. 3SJ-9147
12. Send resume to I. T.S. Intercon- ate core program in business admin- hire, promotion and discipline, etc.
Trains
training
officers
in
use
of
new
nect, 14 7 W. Schrock Road, istration, law enforcement of science,
Billiards Ping-Pong
Games
1 course in statistics, 1 course in systems and transactions. Requires
Westerville, Oil 4308 l
Full
si:ie
tables
and
Coin
operated
tables.
. SSU students interested in a public relations, 1 course in coun- 8 courses in human resources, educareer in journalism should gain selingorinterviewingprinciplesand cation, sociology or psychology or
SSU Discounts on full size tab e$ with
valuable experience and college techniquesorequivalentexperience. 24 months experience preparing inVALID I.D. ONLY!
credit by working for The Univer- Send resume to Human Resources, formational and instructional proMon.-Thur.12:00 P.M. -12·00 A.M. Fri. &
sity Chronicle. We are accepting Public Utilities Commission ofOhio, grams; 24 months training or experiapplications for all departments. 180 East Broad Street, 10th Floor, ence in public speaking and effective
Sat 12:00 P.H. -1 :00 A.M. Sun. I :00-1 ;00
communication or experience in
Contact Bill Holmes, UC Editor, in Columbus, OH.
Fun for the Whole Family
Massie 41 l or call 355-2278.
Payroll/Personnel Clerk - Re- operating audio-visual equipment.
CellularOne-The office of sponsible for accurate and timely _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ --::--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CounselingandCareerserviceshas performance of payroll operations
a listing of positions available with for assigned banks. Duties include
CellularOne.Ifinterested,stopinto inputandbalancingofsemi-monthly
review._
payrolls, completion of tax returns,
Psych/MR Nurse- requires ~ur-' processing arid balancing of benefit
rentlicenseasregisteredprofessional information, and professional and
nurse in State of Ohio as issued by confidential interaction with banks.
oard of Nursing and Nursing Reg- This position requires a high school
istration. Provides psychiatric nurs- diploma, one year of accounting or
'ng care to specific inmates who are equivalent, plus one to two years
clients of the Office of Psychiatric payroll experience. Send resume to
ervices to Corrections at the Allen/ Frank L. Fredericka, Employment
irriaCorrectionalinstitutions.Sub- and Compliance, Banc One West
it Ohio Civil Service Application Virginia Corp., 1000 5th Avenue,
to Ohio Department of Mental P.O. Box 179, Huntington, WV
ealth, 30 E. Broad St., Room 1180, 25706.
Restaurant Manager Trainee/
Columbus, OH 43266-0414.
".. .
Social Worker 2- provides so- Assistant Manager - Requires a
"',A·: :. . : •... ial work services to inmates who college degree (associate degree or
are clients of the Office of psychiat- higher), prior supervisory experi. :9•
~
:
ric Services to Corrections at the ence or demonstrated leadership
\'~t'-_ .i':~•-;rf_•--~~lien/Lima Correctional facility. ability, _high energy level, and willompletion of graduate core pro- ingness to work evenings and/or
gram in Social Work as required by weekends as needed. Send resume
the University. Submit Ohio Civil and/orcallDebraLopresti,Lopresti
Service Application to Ohio Depart- and Associates, 12 Westerville
ment of Mental Health, 30 E. Broad Square, Suite 216, Westerville, OH
St., {loom 1180, Columbus, OH 43081. 6I4n94-9494.
CO
3266-0414.
Sales Coordinator - This posiPsychologist 2- Provides psy- tion provides internal and external
}
ological services to inmates at.the. customers with proactive rcspon• .._.....__
......J
U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture- Office of personnel, Mini-

AIIIY'I

_I \R ...

1

...........
.,_ ......

......
........

354-2'859 .

Shawnee }Jil/1ards
*

* Video

Jobs Don't Ju fil p up an d
H1·t You -1·n the Face.'

.

. . J"';~.. :.
.,_~r
•a

•~

.

You may be a bear, but you need the
tools to hunt for a job. See the Office
of Career Services for assistan.ce with a
Ver letter, resume, and job search
a_n_._______. ;. .;.___,;. _. ;.;,_";.;·;_";·.".;. . ;. . ;._________________
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TuesdaY.,

We Need

for JUDGE

Domestic Relations Court

"The Qualified Candidate"
Endorsed By: Shawnee Labor Council

:l.111Bt1l:~

fJ~~.Jwenile Divsoo, 1988to p-esent.
Chid _Support Enforcement Agency Hearing Officer, 1992.
Consuting Psychologist, Porlsmouth
Receiving Hospital, 1976 to Present.
Scioto County Board of Educaron, 1982-84
Oinical Psychologist, 1976-1984
nstruc:tor, Ohio University and
Shawnee state University, 1988-1992.
Commissioned Officer, U.S. Army, 1967-1969.
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Ofiio Unversity, Bachelors, 7967 (Zoology)

OHo State University, Masters 1971 (Psychology)

Aaido lnstiMe ofTechnology, Doctorate 198 T(Psychology)
Capital Law School, J.G>. 198'7 (Wrth Honors)
Attended Case Western University (Psychology)
Attended University of Nevada (Psycholoay)
Attended Rutgers University (Alcoholsm Sfudies)

Portsmouth Little Theater-Board of Directors
Portsmouth Community Orchestra
Aurora Lodge #48, PO(tsmouth
~~ebster, Ohio.
Fclftler: Car1 E. McHenry, ktled in action
February 3, 1945, Germany.
·
stepfather: Jomes A. Young, Jr., retired from Martin Marietta
Mother. Ruth Young, retired teacher, Wheelersburg
Spouse: Candace ()Jncon McHenry, student teacher
coordinator, Shawnee State University
Children: Duncan Chaboudy, 22, stepson, senior, Shawnee
~ate University. Jessica McHenry, 20, daughter, junior, Ohio
Univ81Sity. Alexs Chaboudy, 20, stepdaughter, sophomore,
Ohio University. Andrea Chaboudy, 18, stepdaughter. Izaak
McHenry, 18, son, senior, South Webster High School.
.
Celeste McHenry, 15, daughter, sophomore, South Webster
1-ighSchool.
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Some of the contestants in the M;ss SSU
Pageant on Nov. 5
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The Cfnivers.ity- Chronicle

urges yon to Vote on No~e:mber
8. Your right to Vote is one of
the most important things yon .
· have, do not waste it.

ve/Yv

Speaker of the Ohio House of Representatives

URGES 'OU TO

~RCISE YOUR RlGHT TO V0TE ON NOV. 811 I

C9ongressrnan

l11E1D ST.1RJlC1KLAN1D
Encourages you to Vote

STRICKLAND FOR CONGRESS

~lect Spea.--~
-Domestic Judge

A vqte for David Spears is a vote
for Judicial Experience
Paid for by Spears for .Judge Committee

John P. Knau-f-f
Cand·date for

State 5e.,,a e

Joh••~
Candidate
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